
Room 2E080 ; The Pentagon
Washington C5, D. C.
13 June 1961

Dear Mr. President:

By your letter of April 22, 1961, you charged ae in association
with Attorney General Robert Kennedy, Admiral Arleich Burke and Director
of Centre! Intelligence Allen Dulles to study our govcrnoentol practices
and programs In the areas of military and paramilitary, guerrilla and
antl-guerrilla activity which fell short of outright war vith a view to
strengthening our work in this area. You directed special attention to
the lessons which can be learned frota the recent events in Cuba.

On May 16, our Cuban Study Croup submitted to you an interim oral
report of our conclusions as of that date. We are now prepared to make
our final report to you orally., supported by the folloving memoranda:

Kcjrorandua No. 1 "narrative of the Anti-Castro Operation ZAPATA"

Mtaoranlun I.'o. 2 "Irtiediate Causes of Failure of the Operation
7.APA7A"

Musoranduc .No. 3 "Conclusions of the Cuban Study Croup"

toorandua Ho. U "Recexiendntions of the Cuban ."tudy Croup"

In your letter of April 22, you Invited =>e to fjbnit an individual
report subject to the review and cogent of uy associates. As ve have
found no difficulty In reaching a unanimous view on all essential points
under consideration, we are submitting this view as a jointly agreed
study.

In closing, nay I express our view of the great iaportance of a
prompt implementation of our first recommendation to establish a
Strategic Resources Croup supported by a Cold War Indications Center
which will allow our government readily to focus its resources on the
objoctives which you set in the so-called Cold War'.' We feel that ve
arc losing today on cony fronts and that the trend ccn be reversed only
by a whole-hearted union of effort by all Executive departments end
agencies of the Govcruaent under your Guidance.

7?

Sincerely yours,

HfiXHELL D. TAYLOR/

The President DECLASSlMtD S**in&?0
tO. 11652. S*;. 11

The White House --n^j—- ^-^J^jMl^^^^/m C,«£ot* S/*f?
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HAHRATTVE OF THE AHTI-CA3TR0 CUSAK OPERATIC^ ZAPATA

I. Development of the Concept, pad Plar.

>

1. Although the Cuban situation had been the subject of serious study in

"tbj SpociS. Group*, Central Intelligence Agency and other Coverroent agencies

•lace 1958, this study takes as itc point aC departure the basic policy paper,

"A Program of Covert Action Against the Castro Regime," approved by the

President on 17 March i960. (See AMIEX l) This document, developed by the

Central Intelligence Agency and indorsed by the Special Croup, provided a pro-

gran divided into four parte to bring about the replacement of the Castro

regime by covert means:

ft. The creation of a responsible and unified Cuban opposition to the

Castro regime located outside of Cuba.

b. The development of means for moss cccrsunicacion to the Cuban people

as a part of a powerful propaganda offensive.

c. The creation and development of a covert Intelligence and action

organization vithin Cuba vhich vould be responsive to the orders and

directions of the. exile opposition.

d. The development of a parauilitory force outside of Cuba for future

.
guerrilla action.

t

2. Since the primary purpose of this study ic to c:».uine the paramilitary

actions growing out of this program and its successive modifications, the

paragraph referring to the paramilitary aspects of the plan is quoted in its

entirety:

"d. Preparations have already been made for the development of on ode-

quote paramilitary force outside of Cuba, together with mechanisms for

* The Special Croup, sometimes called the 5^12 Ccmlttee, consists of a Deputy

Under Secretary of State, Deputy Secretary of Defense, Director, Central

Intelligence and the Special Assistant to the President for national Security

Affairs, and meets weekly to consider covert operations conducted by the CIA

under the authority of NSC 5"*12/2.

Additional materia! hr.s been f- - 1 -
.

leased as a result o.' Ihis raview.
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tba oetmUKrj logistics support of covert military operas-one on the island.

Initially * cadre of leaders vlU be recruited after caref\U. screening rnd

trained u paramilitary Instructors. In a second phase a nucbor of para-

military cadres will be trained at secure locations outside of the United

States mo as to be available for Immediate deployment into Cuba to organize,

train and lead re sistance forces recruited there both before and after the

•ffe&liebnent of one or oore active centers of resistance- The creation of

this capability will require a nlnj-ma of six nonths and probably closer

to eight. In the meanwhile, a limited air capability for resupply and for

Infiltration and exflltration already exists under CIA control and con be

rather easily expanded if and vhen the situation requires. Within tvo months

it la hoped to parallel this with a snail air supply capability under deep

cover' as a cooraercial operation in another country."

3. It ia apparent from the above excerpt that at the tiise of approval of

this document the concept of purnnilltary action was United to the recruit-

Bent of a cadre of leaders and the training of a nunber of varomllitory cadres

for subsequent use an guerrillas In Cuba.

k. Hv- CIA began at once to Implement the decisions contained in the policy

paper on 17 >krch i960. A target of 300 men was set for the recruitment of

guerrillas to be trained covertly outside the United States. Radio SWAN vns

installed on Swan Island and ready for broadcasting on 17 May 19^0. ^(See

AHHEX 2) Steps were taken to develop theFTO (Freute Revolucloniaro Dacocratico)

as the Cuban front organization composed of a broad spectrum of Cuban political

elements other than Comnunists and Batistianos. (See ANNEX 3) Co August lOth,

a progress report was given to the President and the Cabinet, at which tine a

budget of Borne $13 million was approved, as well as th« use of Department of

Defense personnel and equipment. However, it was specified at this time that

no United States military personnel were to be used in a combat status.

5. Sometime in the evcraer of i960 the paramilitary concept for the opera-

tion began to change. It appears that leaders in the CIA Task Force set up
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in January i960 to direct the project were the first to entertain the thought

of ft Cabin strike force to land on the Cuban coeat In supplementation of the

gBTrllla action contemplated under the March 17, I960 paper. These CIA

officers began to consider the formation of a snail force of Infantry (200-300

sen) for contingency employment in conjunction with other paramilitary opera-

tlana, and in June began to fona a snail Cuban tactical air force. Eventually

It roa decided to equip this force vith B-26 aircraft which had been widely

distributed to foreign countriec including countries in Latin America.

*

6. There were anple reasons for this new trend of thought. The air drops

Into Cuba were not proving effective. There were increasingly heavy shipments

of Coannmiat anna to Cuba, accompanied by evidence of increasingly effective

control of the civilian population by Castro. The Special Croup became aware

of these adverse factors which were discussed repeatedly in the ConnIttee neet-

lngs during the fall of i960. The minutes of the conferences Indicate a declin-

ing confidence in the effectiveness of guerrilla efforts alone to overthrow

7, In this atmosphere the CIA began to implement the new concept, increas-

ing the aire of the Cuban force in training and reorienting the training

toward preparation for its use as an assault force on the Cuban coast. On

Hovenber Uth, CIA In Washington dispatched a cable to the project officer in

Guatemala describing what was wanted. (See ANNEX h) The coble directed a

reduction of the guerrilla teams In training to 60 men and the introduction

of conventional training for the remainder as an amphibious and airborne

aasault force. From that time on, the training emphasis was placed on the

assault niaeion and there is no evidence that the members of the assault force

received any further preparation for guerrilla-type operations. The men became

deeply imbued vith the importance of the landing opere cion and Its superiority

over any- fore of guerrilla action to the point that it would have been diffi-

cult later to persuade them to return to a guerrilla-type mission. The final^

training of the Cubans was done by]



CuatouaOa where 1*00-500 Cubans had been a asealed.

8. As oentioned In paragraph 5 above, in order to prepare for this opera-

tion, the CIA had been obliged early to organize a task force for planning

the operation, and then later was to adjust that organization to the execution

phaoe. (See ANHB02S 5 & 6) In both phases the task force connander,

reported upward through Mr. R- M. Blssell, Deputy Director, Plans

to General C. P. Cabell, Deputy Director of Central Intelligence and the

Director, Mr. Allen Dalles. The latter, while accepting full responsibility

for the operation, generally did not inject himself into military operational

natters.

/

•A '

9- During the early months of the development of the plan, the Director,

CCA looked to the 51*12 Coccittec (Special Croup) for guidance and approval

of his covert plana for Cuba. In the period December 10, i960 to February 8,

1961, forner Ambassador Whiting Hillauer and Kr. Tracy Barnes of CIA vere

charged vlth keeping the President and the Secretary of State informed. By

the end of January following the change in administration, the Pre cident

assisted by a restricted group of advisors from the National Security Council

took over the function of approval and the 5^12 Committee tended to recede

from a position of responsibility. Koverer, the Director of Central Intelli-

gence continued to keep the Ccraaittee informed of the covert aspects of the

plan.

10. The Director of Central Intelligence briefed the President on the new

paramilitary concept on 29 November i960 and received the indication that the

President wished the project expedited. The concept was formally presented

to the Special Group on December 8, I960. At this meeting,

J

•V
In charge of the paramilitary section for the Cuba project,

described,-the new concept as one consisting of an amphibious landing on the

Cuban coast of 6OO-75O ben equipped with weapons of extraordinarily heavy fire

pover. The landing would be preceded by preliminary air strikes launched from

Hlcaragua again* t military targets. Air striken as well as supply flightB

vould continue after the landing. The objective would be to seize, hold a

- * -



limited area in Cuba, maintain a visible presence, and then to draw dissident

elements to the landing force, which hopefully would trigger a general up-

rising. This amphibious landing would not entirely eliminate the previous

concept for infiltrating guerrilla teams. It was expected that some 60-80

men would be infiltrated prior to the amphibious landing. .

11. The Special Group was also briefed on the quality of the Cuban force in

training in Guatemala. Lt. Colonel Frank Egan, the Army officer on duty with

CIA in charge of training, described the superior characteristics of the indi-

viduals, particularly as to motivation, Intelligence, and leadership qualities.

He expressed the opinion that such a force would have no difficulty Inflicting

heavy casualties on a much larger militia force.

12. There is no evidence that the Special Group formally approved this plan

at the time but the CIA representatives were encouraged to continue in its

development. A comment was made at the meeting that the existence of the U.S.-

backed force of Cubans in training was well known throughout Latin America.

13. During this period the CIA Task Force headquarters for the project van

developing a detailed operation plan to support the new concept. It is re-

ferred to In this study as Operation TRINIDAD, named after the Cuban town on

the southeast coast which was to be the side of the amphibious landing. Co

January 11th, Ambassador Willauer representing State and Mr. Barnes of CIA

first discussed with representatives of the Joint Staff the over-all problem

of effecting the overthrow of Castro. As a result, a working committee includ-

ing representation of CIA, State, Defense, and the JCS was formed to coor-

dinate future actions in pursuit of this objective. At this meeting the

TRINIDAD Plan as such was not discussed.

llf. At about this time, the change in the national administration produced

a break In the continuity of the development of the plan. On January 22nd,

several members of the new administration including Mr. Rusk, Mr. McHamara,

Mr. Bowles, and Mr. Robert Kennedy were introduced to the Cuba project at a

briefing at the State Department. General Lemnitzer and Mr. Dulles were also



***

yroKBrt. A Joint Staff concept was presented by General Lennitzer of the

» O.e. toootrd ox supported actiooa In ascending order necessary to overthrow

: S In January, the Joint Chiefs of Staff decided that there vao nei
J

* *

' 'tpy,te <*ited States plan of action fox the overthrow of Castro and

* ^'^V^f
0^** *W81"' JC94-Vi-6l (See Annex ?), In which they recommended the in-

.'..^"V •tltation of an interdepartmental grc«p to conaider various courses of action

in ascending degree of U.S. involvement, which, after approral by the President,

.
*ould ****** *n over-all plan to be supported by subordinate plans prepared by

the agencies concerned. 1*1 s recommendation reached the Secretary of Defense,

out appears to have been lost in the activities arising out of the change in

15- Qa Bovenber lfl, i960, President-elect Kennedy had first learned of the

existence of a plan for the overthrow of Castro through a call on him at Palm

Beach by Mr. Dalle 0 and Mr. Bissell. Be received his first briefing on the

developing plan as President on January 28 at a meeting which included the Vice

President, Secretary of State, Secretary of Defense, the Director of Central

Intelligence, the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, Assistant Secretary

Mann, Assistant Secretary Nitze, Mr. Tracy Barnes, and Mr. McCcorgc Bundy.

(Bee ANHEX 8) After considerable discussion, the President authorized the

following:

a. A continuation and accentuation of current activities of the

eluding increased propaganda. Increased political action, and increase

SAbotaga. Continued overflights of Cuba were specifically authorized.

b. Om Defense Department was to review CIA proposals for the active

deployment of anti-Castro Cuban forces on Cuban territory and the results

of this anelysla were to be promptly reported to the CIA.

* 5.*™ State Ztepartaent vas to prepare a concrete proposal for action
* ^ #
with other Latin American countries to isolate the Castro regime and to

bring against it the Judgment of the Organization of American States. It
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was expected that this proposal would involve a commitment of the President's

personal authority behind a special mission or missions to such latin

American leaders as Lleras, Betancourt, and Quadros.

17« Folloving this meeting, the Joint Chiefs of Staff undertook to evaluate

Plan TRINIDAD in the form developed by the CIA up to that point. Die Chiefs

approved and forwarded to the Secretary of Defense on 3 February 1961, JCSM-57-61,

"Military Evaluation of the CIA Paramilitary Plan - Cuba." (See ANNEX 9) The

evaluation was summarized in paragraphs 1 p_ end 1 a, as follows: "In summary,

evaluation of the current plan results in a favorable assessment, modified by

the specific conclusions set forth above, of the likelihood of achieving initial

military success. It is obvious that ultimate success will depend upon political

factors, I.e., a sizeable popular uprising or substantial follow-on forces. It

should be noted that assessment of the combat worth of assault forces is based

upon second- and third-hand reports, and certain logistic aspects of the plan

are highly complex and critical to the initial success. For these reasons, an

independent evaluation of the combat effectiveness of the invasion force and

detailed analysis of logistics plana should be made by a team of Army, Naval

and Air Force officers, if this can be done without danger of compromise of the

plan. Despite the shortcomings pointed out in the assessment, the Joint Chiefs

of Staff consider that timely execution of this plan has a fair chance of

ultimate success and, even if it does not achieve Immediately the full results

desired, could contribute to the eventual overthrow of the Castro regime."

18. Because of the feeling of lack of direct knowledge expressed by the Chiefs,

it was decided to send a team of three officers from the Joint Staff to examine

and report on the military effectiveness of the Cuban Expeditionary Force at

its Guatemala base. This visit was made in the period 2U-27 February and re-

sulted in a report to the Joint Chiefs of Staff (See ANNEX 10) which included

the estimate that because of the visibility of activities at Retalliuleu in

Guatemala and Puerto Cabezas in Nicaragua, the odds against surprise being

achieved was about 85 to 15. The JCS air evaluation pointed out that if sur-

prise were not achieved, the attack against Cuba would fail, adding that one

- 7 -
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Castro aircraft armed vlth 5° caliber machine guns could sink all or most of

the invasion force. The Joint Chiefs in approving this report on 10 tfarch

196I commented to the Secretary of Defense that, "Based upon a general review

of the military portion of the plan, an evaluation of the combat effectiveness

of the forces and an: analysis of the logistics plan from a military stand-

point, since the small invasion force will retain the initiative until the

location of the i«^ne is determined, the plan could be expected to achieve

initial success. Ultimate success will depend on the extent to which the

initial assault serves as a catalyst for further action on the part of anti-

Castro elements throughout Cuba." The Joint Chiefs of Staff in their forward-

ing memorandum to the Secretary of Defense recommended that, "A military

instructor experienced in the operational logistics be assigned to the train-

ing unit ^mediately for the final phase of the training." Such an officer, -

Lt. Colonel Ray Wall, USMC, was dispatched from Washington and remained with

the CEF (Cuban Expeditionary Force) for some time, assisting in correcting

some of the logistics deficiencies previously noted by the inspection team.

#

19. While the Joint Chiefs of Staff supported the TRINIDAD Plan as one having

"a fair chance of success" the plan encountered difficulties in other quarters.

From ita inception the plan had been developed under the ground rule that it

must retain a covert character, that is, it should include no action which,

if revealed, could not be plausibly denied by the United States and should

look to the world as an operation exclusively conducted by Cubans* This ground

rule meant, among other things, that no U.S. military forces or individuals

could take part in combat operations. In due course it was extended to exclude

pre-D-Doy air strikes in support of the landing since such strikes could not

have the appearance of being launched from Cuban soil before on airstrip had

oeen seized by the landing force. This effort to treat os covert an operation

vhich in reality could not be concealed or shielded from the presumption of

U.S. involvement raised in due course many serious obstacles to the successful-

conduct of the operation which will be the subject of subsequent comment.

-8 -
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~ BO. 23n Froeident and his advisors vere thoroughly aware of the difflcultleo

Of preserving tba covert character of an operation as visible os a landing on

a hostile shore and from the outset viewed the TWNTHAD Plan with caution. In

particular, the State Department representative opposed features of the plan

because of the difficulty of concealing U.S. participation and also because of

thoir fear of adverse reactions to the United States in Latin American countries

and ft the United Nations. They objected in particular to the conduct of any

tactical air operations unless these aircraft were either actually or ostensibly

baaed on Cuban soil.

21. On the other hand, working to overcame this reluctance to approve the

TOIHIDAD Plan was the need to decide quickly what to do with the Cuban Expedi-

tionary
f
Force, The President was informed that this force oust leave Cuatemal

within a limited time and that, further. It could not be held together long in

the United States if it were moved there. If the decision were token to dis- *

band the force,that fact would soon became known and would be interpreted as

a renunciation by the U.S. of the effort to free Cuba from Castro. Faced with

t» unattractive alternatives, the President and his advisors asked therCttrto

come up with various proposals for the use of this force as alternatives to

trinidad.

22. These proposals were the subject of detailed consideration on March 11th

when the President and the national Security Council met to consider^the vor- •

lous plans then being entertained for Cuba. Mr. Bissell of CIA presented a

paper entitled, "Proposed Cpcration Against Cub*" which wcnarlted the action

to date and presented four alternative courses of action, (see ANNEX 11) It

concluded by reconaending the TRINIDAD Plan which he described to be an opera-

tion in the form of on assault in force preceded by a diversionary landing as

the action having the best chance of achieving the desired result. The assault

In force was to consist of on amphibious/airborne assault with concurrent (but

.1 &
no prior) tactical air support, to seize a beachhead contiguous to terrain suitable

for guerrilla operations. The provisional government would land as soon as

the beachhead had been secured. If initial military operations were successful
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wad especially IT there vcre evidence of spreading disaffection against the

Caatro regie?, the provisional government could be recognized and & legal
-

taftia provided for U*S* logistic support.
4

- ? 23- U» nilitory plan contemplated tho holding of a perimeter around a bsach-

head art*. It va* balloved that Initial attacks by tbe Coatro militia, even
* * *

-if OQBAtefd in conniderable force, could be successfully resisted- The scale

Of tfcB Operation, a display of professional competence and determination on

w
tho port of the assault force vould, ^t vac hoped, demoralize the Caotro

illtin, cause defections therefrom, impair tbe morale of the Castro regime

• - and Induce'videspread rebellion.

- '

2fc. After full discussion of this plan the President Indicated that he was

willing, to go ahead vith the over-all project, but that he could not indorse
•

a plan eo "spectacular" as TRINIDAD. Be directed that the CIA planners' come

up with other alternative methods of employing the Cuban forces. An acceptable,-

plan should provide for a "quiet" landing, preferably et night, vithout having

the appearance of a World War II type amphibious assault. The State Depart-

ment requested that any beochheed seized should include on airfield c^pchle...

of supporting B-26 operations, to which any tactical air operations could be

attributed.

25. During tbe period 13-15 March the paramilitary staff of CIA worked

intensively to devise a plan or plans having the desired characteristics, and

presented a briefing to the JCS Working Croup late in the morning of March lU.

They produced for consideration three such alternatives as general concepts.

They were based on three possible landing areas: (l) The Preston area on the

north coast of Oriente Province ; (2) the south coast of las Villas between

Trinidad and Clenfuegos; and (3) the eastern ZAPATA area near Coehinos Bay.

26V. C*i .March Iktb these three alternatives were referred to the Joint Chief

o

'of - Staff for their evaluation. The Joint Staff prepared this evaluation, the

results of which the respective Service action officers presented to their

respective Chiefs prior to the JCS meeting on 15 March. At this meeting,

- 10 -



following a briefing by the Joint Staff Working Group, the Joint Chiefs

cpprored the evaluation and reported to the Secretary of lefense that of the

three, the ZAPATA concept was considered the noct feaoiblo and the nost likely

to *cconpliBh the objective. They edded that none of the alternative concepts

vu* considered as feasible and likely to acconpliah the objective an the

THUlEDAD Plan. (See AHHBC 12) This preference for the TJUNIDAD deration

aeon* to havs been overlooked in the subeequent consideration of the plan by

sen of the senior civilian officials*, including tMe Secretary of Defense to

Vfaca the views of the Chiefs vere addressed.

27. An important question developed in the course of this study is the ex-

tent to Which the Joint Chiefs of Staff approved the ZAPATA Plan as it finally

took fornl' The action on March 15th merely indicated a preference for the

ZAPATA concept as opposed to the two other concepts considered (neither of

»hich vaa the original TRUODAD Plan.) However, the record is clear (See

AHKSX 13) that the Chiefs subsequently took active part in considering changes

to the plan as it developed into final fom, did not oppose the plan and by

their acquiescing in it gave others the inpression of approval. They considered

the plan as a body four tiaes after March 15th while the plan was in the foraa-

Uve stage, but did not review the plan in its final form because of the short-

ness of tine between the suboission of the plan to the JCS, April 15, and the

actual landing. While individual Chiefs gave it considerably nore personal

attention than the above record suggests,- they did not and probably could not

give the plan the sane neticulouc study which a cccnander would give to a plan

for which he was personally responsible. Also, individual Chiefs had differ-

ing views as to important aspects of the operations which in turn differed

from those held by senior civilian officials.

26. Ctt the aaas day as the Chiefs' action, March 15th, the President was

.hrlefed at the White House on the three alternative courses of action which

the Chief's had considered. After full discussion, the President again with-

held approval of the plan and directed certain codifications to be considered.

- 11 -



The CIA returned on the following day, Karen l6th, and presented a modifica-

tion for the landing at Zapata which Mr. Bissell considered on balance more

advantageous than the TRINIDAD Plan, wherein there would be air drops at first

light Instead of the previous day in the late afternoon, with the i«n^we m
the night and all the ships withdrawn from the objective area by dawn with-

out completing the unloading at that time. The President authorized them to

proceed with the plan, but still without giving it his formal approval.

29. As the TRINIDAD Plan developed, the question of air strikes became a

matter of* extended discussions. On January Uth, Colonel Hawkins wrote a memo-

randum to the Chief, WHA (Mr. Esterline) entitled, "Policy Decisions Required

for Conduct of Strike Operations Against Government of Cuba." (See ANNEX ih)

The paper includes the statement, "The Cuban air force and naval vessels capable

of opposing our landing must be knocked out or neutralised before our amphibious

chipping makes its final run into the beach. If this is not done ve will be

courting disaster." The memorandum further recommended that the air prepara-

tion commence not later than dawn on D-l and that a- mnvirmm number of aircraft

be employed for this purpose. The State Department consistently resisted this

kind of air preparation because of its "spectacular" nature and because of the

inability to attribute pre -D-Day strikes to airplanes in Cuba. They also

opposed the us© of Jets, although former Ambassador Whiting Willauer, who with

Mr. Tracy Barnes monitored the plan in the period December 10 - February 8,

1961 at the request of Secretary of State Herter, had pointed out'the need for

Jet cover to protect the landing in diocussions of the Special Group in

January. It was felt that the range of Jets would obviously require them to

operate from U.S. -controlled bases and hence could not be brought within the

requirements of non-attribution.

30. In the end a compromise was reached with regard to the air plan. Early

in April, it was decided to stage limited air strikes on D-2 at the time of a

diversionary landing of 160 men to be made in eastern Cuba. These strikes were

for the purpose of giving the impression of being the action of Cuban pilots



defecting frca the Cuban Air Force and thus support the fiction that the D-Day

landing hug receiving lta air support from vlthln Cuba- The Joint Chiefs of

Staff did not favor these D-2 air strikes because of their Indecisive nature

and tho danger of alerting prematurely the Castro force. Mr. Bissell of CIA

*h» later stated at a meeting on April 6 that CIA vould prefer to conduct on

ull-out air strike on the morning of D-Day rather than perfona the D-2 defec-

tloa
%
Btrlhes followed by United strikes on D-Day. Nevertheless, the political

advantages led to their Inclusion In &e plan but with the realization that

main reliance for the destruction of the Castro Air Force must be placed on

the D-Day strikes.

31- At the time of the meeting vith the President on 16 March, preparations

in the 'field were proceeding on the assunptlon that the landing vould take
*

place, lbs President agreed to this procedure but reserved the right to call

off the plan even up to 2U hours prior to the landing. He approved the estab-
'

llshment of an interdepartmental working group to carry forward the work begun

In January (see paragraph 13 above) and to assure closer coordination within

the Executive Branch. On 23 March this working group produced a paper contain-

ing agreed tasks prepared by tlie Joint Staff for assignccnt to the various

agencies of the Federal Government. (See A1SIEX 15 ) This paper was the first

successful action to formalize the interdepartmental coordination which up to

this point had depended largely upon ad hoc coralttees and meetings at Presi-

dential level. Because of the high security classification of the operations,

few if any records were kept at these meetings and decisions were rarely in

written form. Papers bearing on the operation were normally distributed at

the start of a meeting and gathered up at the end.

32. Initially, the ZAPAXA Plan hod a D-Day of 5 April. By 29 March It was

apparent that no such D-Cay could be kept and the President on that day
... 1.
* ' »*• .

•advanced it to 10 April. This date later became infeasible for political

reasons so that it slipped again to 17 April, the date of the actual landing.
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33- On 12 April on important conference took place with the President, the

Secretary of State, the JCS, and other BSC officials, in which Mr. Bissell of

the CIA presented a paper which outlined the latest changes in the ZAPATA

Operation, including the defections, the air strikes on D-2 and D-Day (See

ANNEX 16), and the following timetable:

D-7 Commence staging main force - staging completed
night of D-5

D-6 First vessel sails from staging area - last vessel
departs early morning D- 1*

D-2 B-26 defection operation - limited air strikes

D-2 Diversionary landing in Criente (night of D-3 to D-2)

D-Day Main landings (night of D-l to D) - limited air strikes.

Two B-26 , s and liaison plane land on seized air strip.

D to D+l Vessels return night of D to D+l to complete discharge
of supplies.

D+7 Diversionary landing In Pinar del Rio.

The President did not give final approval to the plan at this meeting. However,

he was inforaed that the decision could not be delayed much longer as the no-go

time for preliminary operations would be 12 o'clock Friday, lU April, and for

the ninin landing, 12 o'clock Sunday, 16 April.

3k. Colonel Jack Hawkins, USMC, went to Puerto Cabezas to attend the final

briefing of the Brigade and battalion commanders of the CEF. (See ANNEX 17)

While there, on 13 April he was asked for a final evaluation of the quality and

readiness of the Brigade. He replied in most enthusiastic terms {See ANNEX 18),

praising the combat readiness of the Brigade and the Cuban Air Force, and ex-

pressing confidence in the success of the project. His views were circulated

in Washington and reached the President.

35» Meanwhile, the ships of the invading force were approaching Cuba. The

first operational event scheduled to occur was a diversionary landing 30 miles

east of Guantanamo by a group of 16*0 men planned for the night of lU-15 April.

The landing failed to take place, probably because of weak leadership on the

part of the Cuban officer responsible for the landing. This failure may have
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had a considerable affect on the main Landing as the diversion vas intended

to drear Castro' s forces to the east and confuse his ecremd.

36- At dava on 15 April, the D-2 air strike took place against three Cuban

air fields, a total of eight B-26"'s being employed for the purpose. Initial

pilot reports indicated that 5<>£ of Castro's offensive air vas destroyed at

• Coap% Libertad, 75$ - 80£ aircraft destruction at San Antonio de Los Banos,

and that the destruction at Santiago included two B-26's, one EC- 3, one Lode-

star and one T-33 or Sea Fury. Subsequent photographic studies and interpre-

tation hare assessed a greatly reduced estimate of the damage, amounting to

five aircraft definitely destroyed and an indeterminable number of other planes

suffering some damage. The attacking force lost one aircraft and crew to

antiaircraft fire.

37. At about mid-day on D-l, lfi April, the President foreally approved the

i>nrting plan and the word was passed to all commanders and officials involved
•

Ala the operation. The frame of mind at that moment of the senior officials

responsible for the approval of this operation seems to have been about as

follows. It offered what appeared to be a last chance to overthrow Castro by

Cubans before the weapons and technicians acquired from the Communists and

repressive internal measures would make the task too hard without overt U.S.

intervention. It was recognized as marginal and risky, but the Cuban Brigade,

if not used quickly, would become a political liability, whereas used in a

]«p/Mng it might achieve important success before Castro became too strong.

Even if unable to hold the beachhead, something would have been accomplished

as the Brigade could turn guerrilla and provide a strong reinforcement to the

resistance movement in the island.

38. CIA authorities had developed an elaborate propaganda program (See

.AHUEC 19). to support the military action against Castro. This was based on

the use of ' the clandestine radio SWAN, the programs of 11 CIA controlled

radio stations and extensive leaflet drops. The program vas executed as

planned, except for the D-day leaflet drops for which no mean6 of delivery
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was available. The plan had teen to drop the leaflets from B-26's and other

aircraft involved in the support of the landing, but the military situation

did not permit the diversion of effort. The content of the propaganda pro-

gram was developed and approved within CIA.

39- There is no evidence of any effort at any higher level to guide and

coordinate the over-all propaganda effort. In particular, the United States

Information Agency was left in the dark with regard to the operational plans.

On 5 April, Mr. Edward R. Morrow, Director of the United States Information

Agency heard from a New York Times reporter that operations were underway for

a landing in Cuba, backed and planned by the CIA. The reporter indicated that

the Times had a very full story on the operation which, however, they did not

intend to print but he did hope to persuade USIA to authorize, briefings of the

press in Miami following the landing. (See AliHEX 20)

kO. Armed with this information, Mr. Morrow called on the Director of Central

Intelligence who informed him that preparations were indeed underway, but did

not give him details of the magnitude or the time of the landing which, indeed,

had not been determined at that time. Under the terms of the interdepartmental

coordination paper referred to in paragraph 31 above, the Department of State

undertook to provide policy guidance beginning D-3 to the USIA in support of

the plan, but this guidance vas apparently not given. Hence, word of the land-

ing received over the wire services on D-Day caught the USIA unprepared and

without guidance.

Ul.;-In parallel with its propaganda program, the CIA had continued and

accentuated activities directed at stimulating political unrest in Cuba and

harassing the Castro government. These actions included such things as clan-

destine broadcasts in Havana utilizing dormant TV channels, the infiltration

of small provocateur groups equipped with printing presses and radios, the

development of additional agent and guerrilla assets within the island, and

the penetration of pro-Castro organizations.



1,2. With regard to agent, guerrilla, and dissident assets, the pre-invasion

reports differed somewhat hut suggested considerable strength. (See ANNEX

20 A, Cuban Internal Situation 18 Hay J$6L$ and ANNEX 20 B, Map showing agents

and assets) It had been estimated by the CIA that from 2500 to 3000 persons

supported by 20,000 sympathizers were actively engaged in resistance in Cuba,

and that some 25 per cent of the Cuban populace would actively support a veil-

organized, well-armed force which was successful In establishing a stronghold

on the island. At a CIA briefing on April 3, the view was expressed that the

percentage of the Cuban population opposed to Castro at that time was much

higher than the foregoing estimate, but that many vould probably remain neutral

until there was a strong indication of which side was winning.

I*3 . At about 9:30 P.M. on l6 April, Mr. McGeorge Bundy, Special Assistant to

the President, telephoned General C. P. Cabell of CIA to inform him that the
.

dawn air strikes the following morning should not be launched until they could

be conducted from a strip within the beachhead. Mr. Bundy indicated that any

further consultation with regard to this matter should be with the Secretary

of State.

Uk. General Cabell, accompanied by Mr. Bissell, went at once to Secretary

Rusk's office, arriving there about 10:15 P.M. (See ANNEX 21) There they re-

ceived a telephone call from Colonel Jack Hawkins who, having learned of the

cancellation of the D-Day strikes, called to present his view of the gravity

of the decision. General Cabell and Mr. Bissell then tried to persuade the

Secretary of State to permit the dawn D-Day strikes. The Secretary indicated

that there were policy considerations against air strikes before the beach-

head airfield was in the hands of the landing force and completely operational,

capable of supporting the raids. The two CIA representatives pointed out the

risk of loss to the shipping if the Castro Air Force were not neutralized by

the dawn strikes. They also stressed the difficulty which the B-26 airplanes

would have in isolating the battlefield after the landing, as well as the

heavier scale of air attack to which the disembarked forces would be exposed.

The Secretary of State Indicated subsequently that their presentation led him
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to feel that while the air strikes vere indeed important, they were not vital.

However, he offered them the privilege of telephoning the President in order

to present their views to him. They saw no point in speaking personally to

the President and eo informed the Secretary of State. The order cancelling

the D-Day strikes was dispatched to the departure field in Nicaragua, arriving

when the pilots were in their cockpits ready for take-off. The Joint Chiefs

of Staff learned of the cancellation at varying hours the following morning.

U5. Realizing the seriousness of this cancellation, the CIA officials set

about to try to offset the damage. The invasion force was Infomed, warned

of likely air attacks and the ships told to expedite unloading and to with-

draw from the beach by dawn. A continuous cover of 2 B-26'a over the beach .

was laid on. General Cabell arranged with the JCS to alert the fleet to a pos-

sible requirement for air cover and Early Warning destroyers. At 0^30, he

called on the Secretary of State at his home, reiterated the need to protect

the shipping and by telephone made the request to the President. The request

for air cover was disapproved fcg* the Early Warning destroyers were authorized,

provided they remained at least 30 miles from Cuban territory.

XX. The Battle for the Beachhead, D-Day to Dfg

(See ANNEX 22 entitled, "Sequence of Events D-2 to D»2 and Organization and

Operation of the Command Post"; Operation Maps 1-3; and ANNEX 23, Colonel

Beerll'e Memorandum of 26 April 1961) T

Blue Beach

U6. The ships in which the Cuban Expeditionary Force was embarked reached

the objective area generally on time in the night of D-l and the morning of

D-Day. At Blue Beach the Brigade Commander, Jose Perez San Roman, went ashore

at 0115 and Immediately commenced the unloading of troops and supplies. (See

ANNEXES Zk, 25 and 26) The landing was discovered at once by local militia,

some firing occurred, and the alarm was transmitted to troop and air head-

quarters throughout the island. In view of the situation, it was decided to
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give up the planned transshipment of the force earmarked to Green Beach and

to put this force ashore at Blue Beach.

1*7. Castro's forces, though tactically surprised, reacted with speed and

vigor. At dawn they began air attacks against the shipping and the beaches.

In spite of these attacks, all vehicles and tanks at Blue Beach were unloaded

from the LCU'b by 073O, and all troops were ashore by 0825.

UB. At 0930 an enemy Sea Fury hit and sunk the freighter RIO ESCONDIDO, which

carried in it 10 days' supply of ammunition for the Brigade and other valuable

supplies. All crew members were rescued and transferred to the BLAGAR.

•

1*9. In the face of continuous air attacks, at 10 o'clock

the contract skipper in charge of the shipping, radioed CIA Headquarters that
*

if Jet air support were not immediately available, the ships would put out to

sen. By this time, not only had the RIO been sunk at Blue Beach, but the

HOUSTON had been hit at Red Beach. CIA Headquarters approved the movement of

the vessels to the south which began at once. The freighters ATLANTICO and

CARIBB preceded the two LCI's and three LCU's which followed the cargo ships

at a slover speed imposed by the presence of the LCU's.

50. After landing, the troops ashore pushed out from the beach as planned.

Parachutists of the First Battalion dropped at 073O, seized the important road

center of San BlaB 10 miles northeast of Blue Beach, and established outposts

to the north and east to cover the routes of ingress into the beachhead. They

were quickly reinforced by the Third Battalion and a heavy weapons (<*.2 mortars)

detachment. They made contact with Castro forces in the afternoon which pushed

back their outpost situated to the east. Starting at about 1700 and inter-

mittently thereafter, San Bias was under attack from forces coming down the

road from the north.

53.. Radio communications within Blue Beach were non-existent during the entire

operation. In going ashore, the troops had been obliged to wade through fairly

deep water with the result that most of the portable radios got wet and never

functioned thereafter.
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Red 3each

52. The Second Battalion at Red Eeach ran Into militia units airost innediately

upon landing, tut cleared them from the beach area. The landing of the Battalion

vaa a loved down by motor trouble with the aluminum chips' boats vhich vere the

only 1mining craft available. Out of nine, only two boats vera usable for the

80-alnuta run from the HOJSTOH to the beach. The Fifth Battalion vhich was to

follow the Second never did get ashore, partly because of the boat" troubles, part-

ly because of lack of Initiative on the part of the Battalion Connander. Very

fev supplies vera got ashore, other than those carried by the Second Battalion

whlla debarking.

53. At daybreak, Red Beach was attacked by enemy aircraft, and at about O63O the

HCUSTCH vaa hit. Sccewhat later, the ship vent aground on the vest shore of the

Bahla de Cochinos about five miles free the landing beach. At that time it still

had on board about 180 sen of the Fifth Eattalion vho landed but never got into

the fight at Red Beach. Later, nany worked their way couth to be picked up on

tha ov&mpy keys by the U.S. Havy after the operation. In this air attack, the

LCI BARBARA J waa also daaaged by nochine gun fire which disabled two of itc

engines, and a near miss, which caused it to take water. The damage to- the'

BARBARA J vaa not reported to CIA Headquarters until the next day at about 1700.

5U. After cleaning up the beach area, the troops of the Second Battalion pushed

north about four miles but soon encountered militia forces which prevented thea

fron reaching the southern exit of the road across the swamp which they were to

block. Fighting vent on astride the rood throughout the day, enemy tanks appear-

ing In mid-afternoon and enemy artillery becoming active at about lfiCO.

Air Action

55. The parachute drops made by 5 c-U6' 0 and one C-5* took place at O73O on

D-Day. Indications are that the drops were reasonably accurate but considerable,

amunltlon"vaa lost near San Bias. The parachutists north of Red Beach

apparently landed in the presence of the enemy and vere not heard from there-

after. A total of 172 parachutists took part In the drops.

20 -
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. 5$. aircraft rotated over the beachhead through D-Day, sank one gunboat,

and sada effective strikes against enemy ground troops at Fed Beach, Inflict-

ing several hundred casualties, according to report. In all, a total of 13

* combat sorties vere flown on D-tay, In the course of which k B-26's were lost

- ; > .*°
*a**J 7-33 *ctlo°- *** P«riod, the Castro air force lost 2 Sea

Furies and 2 B-26'o to antiaircraft fire.

57* Impressed by the ease with which the T-33 aircraft could destroy the obso-

lete B-26 type aircraft, the CIA leaders decided^ to attempt, by a bombing attack,

to destroy the remaining Castro aircraft at night on the ground. Six aircraft

n»r* scheduled to strike San Antonio de los Banos, believed to be the main base

Of operations. In two waves or three each during the night of 17-18 April. The

Mission was flown but was unsuccessful because of heavy haze and low clouds over

the target.

58. Because of the developing shortage of anminition In the beachhead at the

end of D-Day, an air supply drop was arranged consisting of four C-5U's and two

C-ao'ft. Of these drops, five were successful, but in one case most of the

supplies drifted Into the water from which only a part could be salvaged?"

P*l

59. During the night of D-Day-D+1, the invasion shipping departing from the

landing area for the south proceeded to a point about 50 miles off the Cuban

coast. Hera the two LCI's and three LCU's rendezvoused as directed, *but the

two freighters, the ATLAHTCCO and the CARIBE continued south without pausing.

They Aid not turn back until intercepted and encouraged to return by the United

States Bavy, the ATLANTICO seme 110 miles to the south, and the CARIBE 218 miles

south of the Cuban coast. Thus, the CARIBE woe never available for resupply

operations while the fight on the beach lasted and the ATLANTICO did not get

back to rendetvoue point until 16U5 on D+l, 18 April.
t •

• a

Red Beach

60. The troops north of Red Beach cace under heavy attack during the early

hour* of DU. At 0300 enemy tanks were reported approaching from the north
.*
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and by 0730 the situaiicn vas eo difficult that the decision was cade to raove

the force to Blue Beach. Ibis movement began at 0900 and vas completed about

1030. By that tiae, mmJ tion vaa lov in the Red Beach force, but casualties,

f about 20, vere comparatively light.

6l. After reaching Blue Beech, the retreating force vas allowed about two hours

of rest, after which they were given additional annrunition and ordered back to-

•«ard«ed Beach in order to block the coast road to the uovenent of the force with

which they had been engaged in the Red.-Bcach area. They encountered this force

cowwhere vest of Blue Beach and heavy fighting ensued. Exactly what occurred is

•* not known, but it is assuaed that the invadera eventually succuabed to the

superior nuabers of Castro forces aoving down frara the north.

.; Blue Beach

62. Enemy artillery fire began falling on the troops in the San Bias area at

C*00 and continued most of the day. In the absence of radio connunlcatlon , it
'

woo necessary to send officer couriers froa the San Bias area to Blue Beach in

order to cccnunicate with the Brigade Germander who had set up his cccnand post

on the beach. At 0730 Roberto San Roaan, brother of the Brigade ComandeTyvent

back to the beach for this purpose, reporting the situation around San Bias and

seeking infomation. The Brigade Conaandcr at that time indicated that the situa-

tion at Red Beach vas critical. In order to cover Blue Beach, he had stationed

acne of his reserve forces to the east blocking the coast road ccolng frco that

direction and others to the northvest to cover the approaches frca that quarter.

63. During the day artillery fire and encay pressure oa the San Bias forces

caipelled a gradual contraction of their position around the town- They attempted

a counterattack to the north in the afternoon, but it soon bogged down in the

face of superior forces.

6\; By the end of the day, annrunition was very low throughout the beachhead.

Only M-l eanniition seeae to have been reasonably plentiful, although the con-

Bander of the Heavy Weapons Coopany indicates that he was never out of U.2

Bortar asBunltion. He indicates, however, that it was necessary to ration it
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carefully. In spite of the heavy fighting, there appeared to have been sur-

prisingly fev casualties anions the Invaders.

65. In the evening, the Brigade Commander was asked by CIA Headquarters via

the BIAGAR whether he wished evacuation. He replied, "I will not be evacuated.

We will fight to the end here if we have to."

Air Action

66. On Dfl it became necessary to utilize some American civilian contract

pilots to protect the beachhead area because sane of the Cuban pilots either

were too tired to fly or refused to do so. Six sorties were flown during the
-

afternoon of C+l, attacking a long column of tanks and vehicles approaching

Blue Beach along the coast road from the north. The attack was reported to

have been very successful with an estimated 1800 casualties inflicted on the

enemy and the destruction of 7 tanks. Napalm was used In these attacks, as

well as bombs and rockets.

Df2

67. As events turned out, the night of D+1/IH2 offered the last opportunity

to get ammunition to the beach. The ATLANTICO had returned from its trek to

the south, rendezvousing with the other ships about 50 miles off the coast at

I6U5 on S*l. It began discharging cargo at once into the LCU's, completing the

transfer at 2200, at which time reported to CIA Headquarters

that the LCI BIAGAR would escort the LCU's to Blue Beach unless otherwise ad-

vised. He indicated that his estimated time of arrival on the beach would be

0630, that is to say, dawn on IH2.

68. The BLAGAR began to move northward with the three LCU's, reporting to CIA

Headquarters, however, that if low jet cover were not furnished by first light,

the Captain believed that he would lose all the ships. Prior to this time he

had requested the escort of a U.S. Navy destroyer. At 2lU? CIA Headquarters

wired the BLAOAR that a destroyer escort was not possible, to which message the

Captain replied that if he could not get destroyer escort in and out of Blue

Beach, his Cuban crew would mutiny. At CIA Headquarters in Washington these
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R8QGG£eo were discussed and the critical decision was taken to stop the northern

fcr¥o*ent °* P^nainl tlQQ ehips and direct then to rendezvous some 60 miles

south of the Cuban const

.

r

69. The reaaons for this decision appear to have been as follows. The CIA

loaders In Washington v*ro aware of the liberal amount of ammunition (3 days'

«upply) which had been taken ashore on D-Day and also of the air drop 6 on the

night of 1*1. (see AUNEX 27) Further, they had ordered additional drops on the

night of Dtl/lH2. Considering the climate In which this operation had been planned

In Washington, the CIA leaders apparently felt that it vas hopeless to ask for
* *

either destroyer escort or Jet cover for the ammunition convoy. Without this

overt U.S. support, it waa felt that the loss of the chips would be Inevitable if

they tried-' to run in In daylight — if, indeed, they could get the Cuban crews to

mate the attempt. Under these circumstances, they felt justified in calling off

the sea reoupply effort and made no fruther attempt beyond an arrangement for .

another air drop to gtt in ammunition before the final surrender. Except for

one C-U6 which landed 00 the Blue Beach airstrip, the attempt to resupply by air

van unsuccessful because of enemy control of the air over the beachhead.

70. Although permission was not sought for Jet escort for the ammunition ships,

Mr. Biesell of CIA sought and received Presidential authority to have the Navy

to fly CAP over the beachhead from O63O to 0730 on the morning of D#2. Hie pur-

pose of this mission vas to aUow the B-26's to provide close support^ to the

troops in the beachhead and cover for air "resupply. This CAP was flown but, as

Indicated below, vas of no avail.

•

71. Within the beachhead, the troops in the Son Bias area began a general re-

treat in the morning of IH2. The last message received from the Brigade Commander

hy the BIACAR at 1*32 read: "An destroying all equipment and ccczmnlcations. I

have noShiM 1*" *° ""h. Am taking to the woods. I can't wait for you."

Unite and }ndividuala arriving at Blue Beach shortly thereafter found the Brigade

Command Post gone and, heavy artillery fire falling in the vicinity. Pressure on

the beachhead was coming from the north and the northwest. The last known report



on the situation Indicates that at 1700 Blue Beach vac still clear of the enemy.

It appears that fighting ceased shortly thereafter and by nightfall resistance

in the beachhead had ended.

Air Action

72. On the morning of IH2 American pilots were again used for the protection

of the beachhead. Dm morning sorties verc directed to arrive over the beachhead

in tbjfi period 6:30 to 7:30 A.M. to take advantage of the one-hour period of Navy

cover. For an undetermined reason, they came "in olaoet an hour early with the

result that tvo B-26'o verc destroyed by the T-33'e. A total of 7 sorties were .

flown on this occasion with undetermined results.

73- As Indicated above, three cargo oircraft tried to fly in acnunltlon on the

»mlng of IH2 but were turned back by the presence of enemy air. A fourth C-U6,

succeeding in landing on the Blue Beach airstrip in the hours of darkness, un-
'

loaded ammunition and picked up a B-26 pilot who had been shot dovn, departing .

at daylight. (See ANNEX 26)

71*. These sortieo ended the action of the invasion force which began stand-

down activities thereafter with a total of 21 aircraft still in ccraaissionV " It

is difficult to be sure of the losses suffered by the Castro Air Force. The D-2

air strikes positively destroyed 5 Castro aircraft, with undetermined damage to

others, and h other combat aircraft were destroyed in the beachhead area.

•75. It may be asked how near the landing ever come to success. Had the ammu-

nition shortage been surmounted, which is to say, had the Castro air been neu-

tralized, would the landing force have acconpllshed ita mission? Considering

* Admiral Burke and Mr*. Eulles consider that there is insufficient evidence to
support the conjectures in this paragraph. The well motivated, aggressive CEF
fought extremely veil without air cover and with a shortage of'ammunition.
They inflicted very severe losses on the less veil trained Cuban Militia. Con-
sequently, it is reasonable to believe that if the CEF had had ammunition and

v^Tf^ 7 COU
i?^

VC held the beo<-hh«d for a nuch longer tiae, destroyed
. much of the eneny artillery and tanks on the roads before they reached the beach-
head, prevented observation of the fire or the artillery that might have been
placed in position and destroyed many more of the local Militia en route to ?he

^vi^^b^troT SM^** ?arty
'
COUpled ^th CEF aircraft overflying

Cuba with visile control of the air, could well have caused a chain reactionofsucc^throughout Cuba with resultant defection of scoe of the Militia, s.ugrtr^no^tbe populace and eventual success of the operation.
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their lack of experience, the Cubans ashore fought veil and inflicted consider-

ablo losses oa tha Caotro nilitia while they had enzunition. Contrary to the

view bold prior to the landing that with control of the air the CEF could have

amintalced themselves for some time, vith the rapid appearance of the vastly

superior Castro forces on the scene, the ultimate success of such a roll land-

ing force boceoa very unlikely, The limited number of B-26 crews, if forced to

continue to operate from Nicaragua, would have been strained to provide con-

tinuous daylight air support to the beachhead. An attempt by the landing force

to exercise the guerrilla option and take to the hills would have been virtually
e>

Impossible because of the presence of the encircling Castro forces and of the

instructions which the Cuban invasion units had received to fall back on the

beaches in case of a penetration of the beachhead. Under the conditions which

developed wc are inclined to believe that the beachhead could not have survived

long without substantial help from the Cuban population or without overt U.S.

assistance. Although under these conditions the guerrilla alternative did not.

exist, with control of the air the CEF night have been able to withdraw wholly

or in part by sea.

HI. Involvement of the U.S. Navy

(See Annex £9, SubJ: Rulec of Engagement Operations "BUMPY ROAD")

76. As originally planned, the only Involvement of the U.S. Navy In Operation

ZAPATA was the requirement for one destroyer to escort the CEF ships on D-2 and

D-l to the transport area about 3 miles off-shore, and for one LSD t<* deliver

Tanking craft (3 LCU's and U LCVP'o) to the transport area. Also, there was the

requirement for U.S. Naval air cover over the CEF ships during the hours of day-

light oa D-l.

77. As the date for the invasion approached, there were numerous discussions

of the rules of engagement which would govern the use of Naval units. In final

form, the approved rules of engagement allowed the U.S. Naval forces to open

fire only -if they or the CEF were attacked while under escort, and the escort-

ing destroyers were not to approach within 20 miles of Cuban territory. If it

became necessary for U.S. forces to intervene to protect the CEF ships, the
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operation would then be automatically cancelled, and the CEF ships would with-

draw to a port to be designated by the CIA. Because of concern over the possible

abandonment of the operation as the result of U.S. intervention, the Joint Chiefs

of Staff at the request of CIA dispatched the following message on April 13 to

CINCLANT, Admiral Dennisont "In summary, hope is that over all operations will

not need to be aborted because of U.S. military intervention and to this end

CEF prepared to take substantive risks."

78. With the cancellation of the D-Day air strikes and the subsequent landing

and cccibat on the beach, the requirements placed upon the U.S. Navy progressively

increased. Die rules of engagement indicated above remained in effect until

OhZZR, 17 April, when dHCLAffr was directed by JCS 99^221 to be prepared to pro-

vide CAP for CEP shipping outside territorial waters and Early Warning for CEP

ships. This was an anticipatory action by the Joint Chiefs of Staff while the

request was being made to the White House for CAP following the cancellation of

the D-Day air strikes. Only the employment of an EW vessel was authorized and

these instructions were dispatched to CINCLAHT at O55O. The rules of engagement

for U.S. Naval forces remained the same, except that the EW destroyers were not

to close within 30 miles of Cuban territory (i.e., 10 miles farther away than

previously authorized.

)

79- At 1530> 17 April, based upon a CIA request which had Presidential approval,

the JCS directed CI1ICLA1IT to establish a. safe haven for CEF ships with U.S. Naval

air cover over the CEF ships in accordance with the following restrictions:

"a. Carrier ship operation no closer than 50 miles from Cuban territory.

"b. Aircraft shall operate no closer than 15 miles to Cuban territory.

"c. No more than k aircraft on station at one time."

Further, CINCLANT wbb instructed that the rules of engagement were modified as

follows:

"a. U.S. aircraft shall attack if unfriendly aircraft makes aggressive move

by opening bomb bay doors when headed towards ship to be protected or start

a Btrafing run on it. Attacks will not be made by U.S. aircraft under any

other condition.



"b. Ho hot pursuit inside the 15 miles line from Cuban territory,

"c- U.S. aircraft ship shall not come up close to unfriendly aircraft

except when attacking it.

"d. If unfriendly aircraft is shot down every effort shall be made to

hide the fact that such action has occurred."

Note that the above rules of engagement still give a tactical advantage

to the attacking Cuban aircraft before they can be taken under fire by the U.S.

forces.

80. At 1337R, lfl April, based upon a call from Admiral Burke from the White

House, the JCS directed CINCLANT to conduct a photo and visual reconnaissance

using unmarked naval aircraft as soon as possible to determine the situation

on the beach. The aircraft vere authorized to protect themselves from attack

and were to take all precautions to avoid being identified as U. S.

81. Based upon a from Admiral Burke at the White House, the JCS at lW*9R,

18 April, directed CINCLANT to prepare unmarked naval planes for possible com-

bat use. The number .to be left to CINCLANT's discretion. CINCLANT was advised

in this same message that there was no intention of U.S. intervention. These

aircraft were made ready but permission was not given to use them.

82. At 1957R, 18 April, the JCS informed CINCLANT of the possibility that

C-130 aircraft with U.S. Air Force markings removed might be used for night

drops on Blue Beach the night of 18/19 .April. These air drops by C-130 were

never conducted because the aircraft would have been unable to reach the beach-

head prior to dawn.

83. Upon the request of CIA and with the approval of the President after a

conference at the White House, the JCS at O33UR, 19 April directed GXHCLAHT to

furnish air cover of 6 unmarked aircraft over CEF forces during the period 0630

to 0730 local time 19 April to defend the CEF against air attack from Castro

planes. He was directed to not seek air combat but to defend CEF forces from

air attack. Further to not attack ground targets. (Note: The purpose of this

CAP was to provide cover to CEF transport and B-26 type aircraft which were due
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ftt the beachhead during this period. ) In this some message CIHCLAirr was directed

to bo prepared to conduct evacuation free Blue Beach using unmarked amphibious

croft with creve In dungarees, and that if the evacuation by U.S. ships were

* ordered he vas to furnish air cover to protect landing croft.

" .* 8fc. At U57B the JCS confirmed a telephone call to CIHCLAKT made by Admiral

Burke at 1020R upon orders from the White House directing ClflCLAIIT to send two

destroyers to a position off Blue Beach to determine possibilities for evacua-

.
tlon. CIKCIAtfr vas elxo directed to fly reconnaissance over the beach to deter-

mine the situation. No ground attacks were authorized but active air to air
>•

combat vas authorized.

85. On !$> April at 1312R, booed upon a tall froa Admiral Burke from the White

Bouse, tbe JCS directed CINCLAKT to have destroyers take CEF personnel off the

beach and froa the water to the limit of their capability; use CEF boats and

craft as practicable; provide air cover; if destroyers fired on they are author-'

ited to return the fire to protect themselves while on this humanitarian mission,

(ifote the reason that amphibious force croft were not used was that PHIBRON 2

had 'not yet arrived off the objective area.)
•*^Tr'

86. At 2052R, 19 April, the JCS informed CINCLAOT that existing instructions

In respect to air and surface protection for CEF ships remain in effect. This

voo the safe haven for CEF ships 15 miles or more off-shore. Ho further require-

ment for en air CAP in the beachhead area,. *

87. On 20 April, upon direction of the President to Admiral Burke the JCS

at 19^ directed CINCttltT:

"0. Take charge of CEF chips and perconnel and get then safely to VIEQUES,

navy on scene Commander can relay message to CEF ships via ae.

-b. Conduct destroyer patrols off Blue Beach tonight etf 'possible evacuation

of survivors and instruct CO he is authorized to ground his ship If it will

facilitate mission. Use of amphibious ship and craft authorized in addition

to DD if desired. Repeat patrol tomorrow night approaching area in sight of

land but outside gun range prior to darkness. Provide air cover- Rules of ,*
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Engagement during patrols same as before." Hiese rules are to open fire

only In self-defense.

88. The CIA Command Post for Operation ZAPATA as veil as the communications

center was in Quarters Eye on Ohio Drive. (See ANNEX 30 - Communications Net)

During the operation, theSenior CIA Task Force officials, Mr. Esterline. Colonel

Hawkins, USHC; Lt. Colonel Gains (USAF) and Captain Jacob Scapa (U.S. Naval

the Command Post around the clock, making those operational decisions which they

felt within their authority and seeking higher approval from the Secretary of

State or the President for those matters beyond their authority. Mr. Bissell

and General Cabell, who were immediately available for consultation, were usually

the emissaries sent to obtain this latter kind of approval.

89. There was formal and continuous liaison between the CIA Command Post and

the Joint Chiefs of Staff. This was effected by an exchange of liaison officers

between the Command Post and the Joint Staff (General Gray. ) In addition, the

Command Post transmitted messages and selected operational cable traffic to

1

the Joint Staff by telephone and 1WX. There was telephone and cable contact

with ONCLANT.

90. Within the Pentagon, General Gray had a situation briefing ^in the Joint

Staff at O73O and l600 daily which the Secretary of Defense and the Chairman,

JCS attended. The other Chiefs maintained liaison officers in General Gray's

91. The technical performance of the CIA communications net was reported to

have been excellent. There was an Impressive volume of traffic transmitted over

it. Nevertheless, the President, the Secretary of State and others had influf-

flcient knowledge of the situation to react in time and to make the needed

decisions. This Inadequacy resulted from many factors: the loss of Important

signal equipment in the sinking of the RIO ESCONDIDO, the wetting of ths portable

IV. Exercise of Control in '/ashington

officer on loan to the CIA for use as a staff adviser on naval matters) manned

section vho kept their seniors Informed.
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radios carried ashore and the resulting failure of radio cociDiunications within

the Brigade net ashore, the lack of information on the port of the Brigade

Commander himself, and, most Importantly, the absence of an experienced American

officer or headquarters in the combat area with the responsibility to summarize

and present the changing situation to the authorities in Washington.

92. As a result of these factors, the President and his advisors were generally

in the dark about Important matters as to the situation ashore and were unin-

formed of the flight of the cargo ships. To clarify the situation, the U.S.

Navy was directed to fly ft reconnaissance mission over the beach on the after-

noon of DU, reporting about 1900 that there was no evidence of fighting at

Blue Beach where the beachhead apparently had a depth of about 10 miles. This

was the last indication of the situation ashore which the President received

until the following morning when he received the message that the beachhead

had collapsed and that men were fighting in the water.

93. In the urgency to obtain reliable information, it was proposed on the

morning of IH2 to send an American observer ashore with ft radio and Mr.

Robertson on the LCI BARBARA J was chosen to go. However, the fall of the

beachhead voided the mission.



Mfoorandua No. 2

13 June 1961

DMSPIATfi CAUSES OF FAILURE OF THE OPERATIOH ZAPATA

..P

SUMMARY
*• - *•

1. V£* proxlaate cause of the failure of the ZAPATA Operation vaa a shortage

<O0>«flsimltlAk which developed froa the first day of the landing, April 17th,

and bocane increasingly critical until it resulted in the surrender of the"

landing force about lUOO on April 19th, • *

2. There three primary reasons for this shortage of ammunition. The

logistical plan for the landing made ample provision for amuunltlon with the

toon and la floating retferve. However, upon landing there is evidence that the

Cubans vasted their ammunition in excessive firing, displaying the poor

nitlon discipline which Is ccmon to troops in their first coabat.

I

3. Far noro serious vas the .loss of the freighters RIO ESCGNDIDO and HOUSTON

through air attack at about 093O on the morning of April 17th. The RIO was a

particular loss an It had tea days of reserve ammunition on hoard, as veil as

other Important supplies. The HOUSTON should have been able to lend most of

its supplies before being hit, but the unloading vas delayed by trouble vlth^

the outboard motor 0 of the ships' boats as veil as by the apparent lethargy of

the Firth Battalion charged with the unloading. '

h. The air attack which sunk these ships caused all others In the landing

to put out to sea, as the only available protection In the absence of
ME

of the air, with the order to rendezvous 50 alles off the coast. The

-'-t.-- ~-:?r'i- ^pftftt&i-K
'

:*£tS*; v^^-:v
freighters ATLANTTCO and CARTBE headed south and never stopped until Inter-
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5, E>e CAK1BK was eo far avay that its cargo, principally aviation supplies. * -

was never available for ooveaent to Blue Beach while Use ficht lasted. The Pwa?Beach vhlle the fight
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Memorandum Ho. 3

C0BCLU5I0SS 07 TUB CUBAN STUD? GROUP

1.14 la concluded that:

4. A remaaUltarr operation of the magnitude of ZAPATA could not be

-' * COa4ucted *» ««* » «V that all D.S. support of It end con-

ntotlon with it could be pleuelbly dl.clai.ed. Accordingly, this operation

414 not fit within tb. lifted scope of NSc'sMa/a. By about Nove-ber i960,

th..inedibility- of running ZAPATA aa a covert operation under CIA should

bar. b«m wcogniaed and the situation reviewed. Th* subsequent decision

l€ht then have been »ade to llnlt the effort, to attain covertnee. to the

4ag«. and nature of U.S. participation, and to assign responsibility for

th. -Phlblou. option to the Uep^rt-ent of Defenaa. m this case, the

CIA wold have assisted in concealing the participation of Defense. Fall-

lag anch a reorientation, the project should have been abandoned.
'

b. One. th. need for the operation wee e.tabliahed, ita: eucceae should
'

bare had the priory consideration of all agencies in the Oorernment. \*

Operational restrictions designed to protect ite corert character ehould

hare been accepted only if they did not impair the chance of success. As

it WW, the leadera of the operation vere obliged to fit their plan inaide

Changing ground rules laid down for non-military considerations, which oftel

had aerloua operational disadvantages.

o. The leader, of the operation did not alvaya preeent their case with

-uffioient force and clarity to the senior officiale of the Government to

•U"r the Utter to appreciate the consequences of some of their dec!alone.

TU. reairk appllea in particular to the circumstances surrounding the

cancellation of the D-Day atrikes.

- 7bm ™* %m "*rginal character to the operation which increased with

•*ch additional limitation and cast a serious doubt over its ultimate success.

The landing force was smell in relation to ite 36-mile beachhead and to

the probable enemy reaction. The air support was abort of pilots if the

beach was to require corer for a long period. There were no fighters to

- 1 -



keep off .uch Catro airplanes a. might escape the initial air strikes.

Tl»r« **re fev Cuban replnce«nt. for the battle losses vhlch vere certain

to occur on the ground and in the air. It i. felt that the approval of

, ;
jf
, •» -rginal an operation by many officlala va. influenced by the feeling

- that the Cuban Brigade vaa a vanlng aaaet vhlch had to be uaed quickly aa

tto9 ~* ***** Ufl
-
*nd that thl « operation vaa the beat vay to realize

.4
•'• °** **" *U°' the c°n«**ncea of denx.bUi^lng the Brigade and

th. ttrturn of the trainee, to the U.S.A., with it. ideation that the

United States had lost intere.t in'ihe fight againat Caatro, played a part
In the final decision. .

- Cub" Etpeditiionary Force achieved -tactical surprise in it. land-

leg and, aa ve have said, fought veil and Inflicted heavy casualties on the

considerable evidence of atrong pockets of
re.iafnc egelnat Caatro throughout Cuba, the abort life of the beachhead

va. not Efficient to trigger an Wdiate popular reaction, and Caatro'.
'

•

«pr...iv, measures following the landing made coordinated uprisings of th.
'.

populace iBpoaslble. The effeetlvenee. of the Castro military force., a.

.«U aa that of hi. police meaaure., va. not. entirely anticipated or.fiwa.een.

f. In approving the operation, the Pre.ldent and senior.- officlala had

been greatly influenced by the understanding that the landing force could

P... to guerrilla .tatu., If unable to hold the beachhead. The.e official,

vera informed on many occasions that the ZAPATA are. vaa guerrilla terri-

tory, and that th. entire force, in an emergency, could operate aa guerrillas.

With this alternative to fall back on, the viev vaa held that a audden or
dWrou. defeat va. rat probable. Aa ve have Indicated before, the

B».rrUla alternative as it had been described va. not in fact available to

tbl. force in the .ituation vhlch developed.

fi.
The operation suffered from being run free, the distance of Washington.

At. tha* range and vlth the Halted reporting vhlch vaa inevitable on the

part of.field cconandera absorbed in combat, it vaa not poa.lble to have a
claar understanding in Washington of eventa taking place in the field. Tbl.
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™ *rtl*a*rly the case on the night of IH1 vhea an appreciation of the

*—mltloa situation would have resulted In an appeal for U.S. air cover

and an all-out effort to eupply the beach by all available Deans.

h. The Joint Chlefe of Staff had the Important responsibility of examin-

ing into the military feasibility of this operation. By acquiescing in

the ZAPATA Plan, they gave the Impression to others of approving it although

they had expressed their preference for TRINIDAD at the outset, a point

which apparently never reached the senior civilian officials. As a body

they reviewed the successive changes of the plan piecemeal and only within

a limited context, a procedure which vas inadequate for a proper examination

of all the military ramifications. Individually, they had differing under-
*

standings of important features of the operation apparently arising from ;

oral, briefings in the absence of written documents.

i. Although the intelligence vas not perfect, particularly as to the

evaluation of the effectiveness of the T-33'a, ve do not feel that any

failure of intelligence contributed significantly to the defeat. >l

J, The planning and conduct of the operation, would have been Improved if

there had been an initial statement of governmental policy; aaslgning-CW

mission and setting the guldelinee within which it was to derelop. There-

after, there was a need for a forraalixed procedure for interdepartmental

owxrdlnntionand follov-up with adequate record-keeping of decisions.

2. In the light of the foregoing considerations, we are of the opinion that

the preparations and execution of paramilitary operations such as ZAPATA are

• form of Cold War action in which the country must be prepared to engage. If

it does so, it must engage in it with a laaximua chance of success. Such opera-

tions should be planned and executed by a governmental mechanism capable of

bringing Into play, in addition to military and covert techniques, all other

forces, political, economic, ideological, and intelligence, which can contribute

to its success. Ho such mechanism presently exists but should be created to

Plan, coordinate and further a national Cold War strategy capable of Including
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Meoorandua Ho. k

ff TOCawnfPATICTS OF THE CUBAN STUDY CROUP

. . »V> Reccosepdation No* 1

i
.. A KECHAKISM FOR THE FLAITHINC AND COORDIHATIOH

.*<? OP COLD WAR STRATEGY

1. The over-all problem in conducting Cold War operations 1b to be able to-
* *

»

coordinate,' foster and focus all available and necessary assets on the echleve-

nent of objectives approved by the President. These assets are found in roany

departcents of the Gc/cmaent, but particularly In, the Department of State,

tho DopartMnt of Defense and the CIA. To use the* effectively requires planning

and coordination across departmental lines vithout disturbing departmental

responsibility for the execution of agreed tasks arising free the Cold War

progress.

2. In the past, the requirements of Cold War actions have often been net

by veeily cectingB of^the $k\2 Committee or by ad hoc task forces organized

to ccpa vith a particular situation. This method la clumsy and lends Itself

to a proliferation of ohort-llved ccadittces vhlch come and go vithout build-
*

ing up experience In a permanent staff end accumulating a body of Knowledge . .

Deeded for Improved future performance. The present proposal Is to set up a

permanent committee of representatives of under-secretarial rank from State,

Defense and CIA under a full-time Chairman reporting directly to the President.

This nov organization (herein .called tentatively the Strategic Resources

Group and abbreviated SRG) vould guide and coordinate Cold War strategy and

maintain a Cold War Indications Center vhcre useful Cold War data vould be

assembled and the world Cold War situation Xept under constant rcvicv. (Sce~

'

*--•-
c.

"

Inclosure A - Chart "of SRG). The SRG vould replace the 5^12 Committee, vould

assume the review of laportant covert operations nov being conducted or to be

conducted under NSC ^h^Z/Z, and vould undertake the development and reccixxen-

dationa of Cold War plana and progreus for those countries or areas specifically
« *

assignad to it by the President for that purpose.



3- A Cold War plan or program vould usually have its Inception In the approval

by. the..President of a concept submitted to him by the SRG. Thereafter, the SRG

vith the staff of the Cold War Indications Center vould produce an outline plan

containing an assignment of prirary responsibility and supporting role a for

? 'further development of the concept. At this point, it may often he desirable to

set up an interdepartmental task force to expand the plan and coordinate execu-

tioo. The Chairnnn, SRG, or hba representative, vould be the chairman of such

:
ft tao^ force and vould Keep records of all meetings. If the execution of the*

plan fell generally vithin the capability of a single agency no teak force vould

be ncceooory. In either case, the- outline plan vould be expanded by this task •

-force or by the agency of prirary responsibility to include the assignment of

specific departmental tasks.

». Upon- the elaboration of the supporting departmental plans to carry out

•these tasks, the SRG vould assemble and revicv all parts of the plan, submitting

it or a summary thereof to the President for epproval and for authorization

to implement. At this point, as veil as at earlier stages, it is anticipated

that the President vould consult the I.'SC or members of it.

5.. The foregoing procedure shovs in outline the possible treatment of e?=~

completely nev project. In practice, the procedure vould be corrpressed and

abort-circuited vhen preliminary vork hod been done prior to consideration of

a project by the' SRO. Tlie full procedure is chovn in the foUoving tabulation.

PROJETAJRE FOR PLANNING AND COORDINATING
p/rERD£PART?ENTAL COLD WAR OPERATIONS

Concept of a Cold War
Operation

*

Outline Plan including
assignment of primary,
reoponsibility and
basic tanks

Development of Depart-
mental Tasks

Departmental Plana

Evaluation of progress
and final results

Developed By

SRC or other
governmental
agency

SRG or other
designated
agency

Task Force or
deportment of
primary respon-
sibility

Departments &
agencies
involved

Executed By

President

President

SRG

SRG Departments R agencies
President _lnvolved, often under

t e%
i.i"&&fe*6Mi of on lnter-

departracntftl Took Force
of vhlch the Chairmen,
SRG or his representa-
tive vould be a member

SRG Data provided by depart-
ments & agencies in-
volved
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6- a. The Cold War Indications Center (CWIC), under the Strategic Resources
*

Group, could if fully developed eventually serve as the governmental command

post for the Cold War, organized and staffed to operate around the clock.

Initially, it would perform the following functions for the countries and

areas assigned to the SRC:

(l) Constant study of the situation to determine progress toward the

approved goals of U.S. foreign policy.

(2) Maintenance of hasic data for each country shoving assets and

liabilities affecting U.S. policy. .

1 • *

(3) The timely detemination of- "criticaHty, " that is; where and when

there- is a danger -of defeat or opportunity for victory in- a given country

or area. .-When a country is deterained to be "critical," it would normally

be assigned by the President to th& planning and coordination Jurisdiction

of the Strategic Resources Group.

(U) Determination of requirements to fill the gap between assets and

liabilities, and recommendations to correct the imbalance. _

(5) Recommendation of tasks which should be assigned to the Executive

departments and agencies.

*

(6) Follow-up on decisions and actions taken and recording of results

achieved.

b. The Staff of the CWIC would consist of a director assisted by a

technical advisor for the display of data within the Center. . He would have

two principal assistants; (l) -the Chief, Foreign Information, charged with

the assembly and display of basic data; (2) the Chief of Plans and Review,

charged with the evaluation of crlticality, the determination of require-

Bents; the 'recommendation of tasks and the review of results. The Center

. -Orf-v£cg&a .!>-
" .

*. 7 ^.^-icV.v. .tVi .<'£&&&&s*;$8?S%te
l
. ..••-v.o- - - ' V" Ih

would he supported by a email working staff including specialists from

.7* 1^ should be clear that the SRG would not operate and vould Issue no *
.

orders in its own nane. At the Washington level. It would collect data^ keep

the Cold War situation under review nnd anticipate future requirements. . It

f&Mmm
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vouia not get Into interdeparts.ental activities except vhen specifically

* ^ "T*
4** "* th» «* over-all planning, coordination- revlev. Responsibility Tor coordination oversea, vould regain as at

Present, although It -a, become decile to have Mature Cold . Wax^
eatlona Centers In

8. It 1. receded that appropriate action be taken at once to set up a
Strafe Re^e. Croup ^ . Cold lDdlcBtlona Ceoter ^ ^
the foregoing concept.

sPSKiitWSIBILm-FOR PARAMILITARY OPKRATIOnS - - •

'

1. For the purpose or this study, a paramilitary operation 1. considered to
* on. vhich h, It. tactic, and It. reouire«nt. In military-type personnel,
/ec^lpnent training epproxisate. a conventional military, operation, -X,^be undertaxen-ln support or an existing government friendly to the U.S. or In-

'

«n*Port of a rebel group seeking to overthrow a government hostile to us. The
0.8. grander assistance to .uch operation, overtly; .overtly or by a cc
blnatlon of both «thod.. fc .Ue theae ^^ f_ ^
«on of . e^ad 0r guerrilla, to a military operation such as- the Cuban.invaalon.
The ^11 operation. vill orten fall cc-plete* .ithin the „o™i capability-of,

-

- agency; the large one. may sTfect State, Befen.eT C»; • US!*Wpossibly . .

other depextnento-and agenciea.-- -

2. In order to.conduct parallitary operations vith maxl»m effectivenes..' .

" »^ * the C0M^ « - -o^nded-that^,^-

thVfoU^ng:-^--- -
-

, 5,
Any proposed-p^utary operatlon'm -the concept stage vill bV pre!

" 5

- .ented to the Strategic Resource. Crc«p for initial consideration ard for
'

1

<

# *
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ncmoally receive responsibility for overt paramilitary operations. Where

«nch an operation Is to be vholly covert or dlsavovable, it nay be assigned

to CIA, provided that it is vithin the normal capabilities of the agency.

Any large paramilitary operation wholly or partly covert vhich requires

flignificant numbers of militarily trained personnel, amount a of military

equipment vhich exceed normal CIA-controlled stocks and/or military experience

of a kind and level peculiar to the Armed Services is properly the primary

responsibility of the Department of Defense vith the CIA in a supporting role.

Wo. 3

* « •

' IMPROVEMENT OF K^'eX;i1VKHESS TJ1 THE PARAMILITARY FTZUD

1. It is considered that the adoption *of Recommendation 1, the creation

;
Of the Strategic Resources Croup, viU provide the organizational mechanism

,
"for improving interdepartmental effectiveness in the paramilitary field.

Assuming the existence of such a Group, ve consider that the problem then is

to inventory paramilitary asset.; determine probable paramilitary requirements

and then make provision for any deficit betveen assets and requirements. Under

tbe
?
terms of^Reccmmendation 2, the Department of Defense Is regarded as "Anally

having the primary interest in planning and executing paramilitary operations,

vbereae State viU be the principal beneficiary (since paramilitary operations

are undertaken to achieve political ends) and CIA an expert collaborator in

maintaining the covert character of such operations as required, t

2. It is recommended that the President direct the Department of Defense,

vorking vith State anc* CIA, to Inventory the paramilitary assets available to

the U.S., overt and covert, U.S. and foreign, at home and abroad.. After die-

exletl^ *tv«n --et.,^L«*d«Bent.. ^fece. vlll. tr»™it the reio*.
.

• jj^c 1 ' • '*-S'-*vs^&*- v--.;.-. r-jcs-to-i . -
*•• - '

•

• of these actions vith recommendation, to the President with^informtion to-f^ |„
"

the Strategic Resources Croup. |

- 5 -

...
• r yj (i IJ V/i^
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Recco^endatIon No. h*

• *

RBLflTIOfJS OF THB JCS TO THE H

1. In the face of the threat of the Cold War, we feel that the JCS should

„ be brought to feel as great a sense of responsibility for contributing to the

... success of the Cold War as to the conventional military defense of the country

In tiaa of var. They should be encouraged to express the military 'viewpoint.

"

,y;
" clwxrty and directly before the President and other high officials of the

Corermaont.- The latter, in turn, should be aware of the need of getting the"—

considered views .of-the- Chiefs before taking important decisions affecting-

' 'Cold War programs and operations.

2. It la reconaended that the President inform the Joint Chiefs of Staff

essentially as follows:

a. The President regards the Joint Chiefs of Staff as his principal

military advisor responsible both for initiating advice to him and for .

responding to reqiiesta for advice. He expects their advice to come to

him direct and unfiltered. —
— 709 Jolnt Chiefs of Staff have a similar responsibility for theTIeTehse

of the nation in the Cold War as in conventional hostilities. They should

knov the military and paramilitary forces and resources available to the

Department of Defense, verify their readiness, report on their adequacy, and

nake appropriate recommendations for their expansion and improvement. The

Preeidant looXe to the Chiefs to contribute dynamic and imaginative leader-

ship in contributing to the success of the military and paramilitary aspects

of Cold War programs.

c. The President expects the Joint Chiefs of Staff to present the military

viewpoint in governmental councils In such a way as to assure that the mill-

tary factors are clearly understood before decisions are reached. When only

^Chalrm
_

or^ • •i°6^e
r
CMef Is present, that officer must represent the .

,

c
••'^ei£^*& ^ng^ actions as" may be

,.
necessary to assure that he does lii'fvt ^..nf'ti,.
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d, While the President looks to the Chiefs to present the military factor

vithout reserve or hesitation, he regards them to he more than military men

and expects their help in fitting military requirements into the over-all

context of any situation, recognizing that the most difficult problem in
'

Government la to combine all. assets in a unified, effective pattern.

Reconmendatloa fto. 5 . ,

l.Jt is our feeling that every effort should he =ade to draw all lesson."

__^
e Cuban operatl°n

' Particularly those vhlch point -up the errors Bade and - -

the-riason. th*rel£r^orThiTpurpo« aiTthe prtncip^p^lc'tp^TI^hTI^-T
-

_
decl.lon-iailng process shcuM-be lafbraedof vbit Fook-place so that^the opera,J~
tion can he neved objectively In It,, totality; Because of the -tight- security

vhlch surrounded the operation In gorern»ental circle., probahly no one" official

now taov, all the ' Important facts concerning It." We. believe that the Cuban

j
Study Group should give an oral presentation to the participants of the high -

lights of their study.

•

2. We alao feel that the occasion offers the President the opportunity to

wpresa -to -his principal 4wai8tant. and advisora his iaanae.-of the need- or a " •

changed attitude on the part or.the government and- of -the people tovard thT"
. . emergency vhieh .confronts us. The first requirement of such a change is to

.

recogniw-that ve ore in a life and death struggle vhlch ve may- be losing, and

vill loae.unless ve change our vays and n^shall-our-resourcea.vith an-lntenslty.

• .

MB0Clated lQ the **** ti«ea of.vnr.V. To effect this --change, ve must

-

give immediate consideration to taking such measures as the announcementrof a

. .
limited national emergency,- the reviev of any treaties or international agreements^. ~

vhlch restrain the fuli'use of our resources in-the Cold -War, endthedetcrmi- - -:-

;
nation to seek the respect of our neighbors, :vithout the criterion being- inter-^-

~ national popularity and a policy of taking into account the proportioning «• F
foreign aid to the attitude shown us by our neighbors, in the light of the

strained
.situation in I^s.^ ve ' >

or the situation facing the .country, and vlth the various reccumendatlcna inMeoorandua Ifo h relating to improving operation.- ^nder NSC 5Ul2/l™ £
ZLTj ^ ^ ^ ."e

.°-r
a«»*«»»

f»
this paragraph 2 following the



consider at once affirmative prcsra*. to cope vith the threat In
both are*,. There should he a reexamination of emergency povers of the
ft.sid.ot a. to their adequacy to meet the developing situation.

*

t • I

' 3.
The President might lin* these^ to our Neco^endatlon No. 1

• 1. the need to set up a governs machinery for hetter use of our
Cold Var assets, and conclude on the note that any Cold War operation, one

•
•

murf b, carried through to conclusion vith the same determination
« a military operation.

>. It la recc^ended- that a crlticue „f the Cuban- operation, accompanied by
. atate»nt of the vieve of the President, be held vith at least the foUoving
P"sent: the Vice President, the Secretary of State, the Secretary of Defense,
the Attorney General, the Joint Chief, of Staff, the Director of Central

-intelligence, the Special Assistant for National Security Affairs and General
Taylor.

RecaanepdBtlor. Bn. 6

_
In th. course of it. vork, thi. Group ha. been exposed to the viev.^

Cuba of many^.s. official, and of individuals, Cuban and U.S., vno have been
dose to the Cuban problem Ve have been .true, vith the general feeling that

- there can be no long-ten. living vith Castro a. a neighbor. Hi. continued
Presence vithin the he^ric community as a dangerously effective exponent-

. .
of and Anti-Aoericani„ constitute a real™ capoM/of^
«Uy overthroving the elected governments in any one or more of veak Utin

.. ^rican^republica.. There are only .tvo vays to viev this threat; either to -

hop. that-time -and internal discontent viU eventual!, end it, or to take active
to^rce i^^xT Unless^y -ti^" ve are thinking in term, of

yearn there,. UttU reason t
0;pW reliance on the first course of action

;
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.
While Inclining personally to & positive course of action against

•'•i'^iflv^
Castro without delay, ve recognize the danger of dealing vlth the Cuban problem

t.
:

outside the context of the vorld Cold War situation. Action against Castro

• '#! ro^ated to tn* probable course of events in such other places aa

?ii Southeast Asia, and Berlin which nay put simultaneous claims on our resources.

.
, - It la recommended that the Cuban situation be reappraised In 'the light

*!-^^".;cf oH. presently faiovn factors and nev guidance be provided for political,

.J^jZli'^. aHltary, economic and propaganda action against Castro.

•> J
*

z v
*
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23 April 1961

MEMORANDUM FOR THE RECORD

SUBJECT : First Meeting of General Maxwell Taylor's Board
of Inquiry on Cuban Operations Conducted by CIA

TIME AND PLACE : 1400-1800 hours, 22 April 1961, Quarters Eye

General Maxwell D. Taylor

Admiral Arleigh Burke
Allen W. Dulles

Department of Defense

Major General David W. Gray
Colonel C. W. Shuler
Commander Mitchell

General C. P. Cabell

C. Tracy Barnes
Colonel J. C. King
Jacob D. Esterline

Colonel Jack Hawkins

1. After a discussion of procedural matters, it was decided that

all papers and documents stemming from the inquiry would be retained

by General Maxwell Taylor. Colonel J. C. King, Chief, Western

Hemisphere Division, was designated recorder of the first meeting.

t;
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2. Mr. Dulles, in his opening remarkB, cited the document -which

authorized CIA. to conduct paramilitary operations. This document,

NSC 5412, was described as one of the most secret documents in the

TJ. S. Government. Mr. Dulles said that under this authority CIA. is

directed to engage in activities such as the Cuban operation under the

general supervision of the National Security Council. General Taylor

indicated that he wanted a copy of this document to be made available

to him for his study. General Gray indicated he had a copy and would

give it to General Taylor.

3. Colonel King was then asked to describe Agency activities on

the Cuban problem prior to the establishment of the Task Force, i. e.

,

Branch 4 of the Western Hemisphere Division on 18 January I960. In

his remarks Colonel King stated that in late 1958 CIA. made two attempts

(each approved by the Department of State) to block Castro's ascension

to power. The first attempt was made in November 1958 when contact

was established with Justo Carrillo and the Montecristi Group. The

second attempt was made on or about the 9th of December 1958 when

former Ambassador William D. Pawley, supported by the CIA Chief of

Station in Havana, and Colonel King, approached

Batista and proposed the establishment- of a Junta to whom Batista would

turn over the reins of government. Colonel King was queried by the

Attorney General as to the approximate date that the Agency concluded

that Castro was unacceptable to the U. S. politically, if not actually a

Communist, and when this conclusion reached the Secretary of State and

the President. Colonel King commented that there were reports as

early as June or July 1958 during the period that sailors from Guantanamo

were held by Castro forces which indicated beyond a reasonable doubt

that the U. S. was up against an individual who could not be expected to be

acceptable to U. S. Government interests. Admiral Burke also made

reference to the fact that he had been in at least one meeting with Colonel

King on or about 29 December 1958 in which officials of the Department

of State, except for Under Secretary Robert Murphy, appeared to feel

that Castro was politically compatible to U. S. objectives. Considerable

discussion involving all members of the Investigating Committee followed

on this point with the Attorney General requesting assurance that Agency

reports at that time reached the highest authority.

4. Reference was made to the first few days of January 1959 in

Havana when a primary target of the advance guard was the Communist

files in BRAC.



r

5. .... ...../."ported that c« 21 September 1959 he assumed the .

responsibility for planning for potential Agency action in contingency
situations that might evolve in Latin.America. He stated that this was
a staff position that conducted liaison with existing desks in an attempt
to identify the existence or non-existence of basic information which
was an essential preliminary to the planning of clandestine operations
within any given country. Most of the countries of Central America
(Guatemala, Nicaragua, Honduras, £1 Salvador) were identified as
potential contingency problems because of the instability of their govern-
ments. The Isle of Hispanola — Haiti the Dominican Republic — was
a high priority target. In South America, Paraguay, Bolivia and Argen-
tina were included among the countries which required review and potential

action. Cuba, quite naturally, emerged as the number one target for con-
tingency planning. Because of the national policy affecting Latin America,
it was ascertained early in the survey that the operating desks did not have
available in collated fashion the type of information that was required for
planning purposes for covert operations. As a result of this discovery,
the entire intelligence community was given.a requirement to produce
certain information on the various countries involved with special emphasis
on Cuba as rapidly as possible. In time, a three-volume study was pro-
duced which included basic intelligence, political and psychological informa-
tion, operational data, geographical information, selected potential areas
for clandestine operations, and related operational data.

6. The Cuban situation continued to deteriorate rapidly and in Decem-
ber 1959, It was decided that CIA needed to consider urgently the activa-
tion of two programs:

A. The selection, recruitment and careful evaluation (including
medical, psychological, psychiatric and polygraph) of approximately
thirty-five (35) Cubans, preferably with previous military experience,
for an intensive training program which would qualify them to become
instructors in various paramilitary skills, including leadership,
sabotage, communications, etc.

B. The instructor cadre would in turn, in some third country
in Latin America, conduct clandestinely a training of additional
Cuban recruits who would be organized into small teams Tsimilar
to the U. S. Army Special Forces concept, and infiltrated with



communicators , into areas of Cuba where it had boon determined

numbers of dissidents existed who required specialized skills and

leadership and/military supplies.

At this time, the basic Agency concept of operations was that the

members of the instructor cadre would never be committed to Cuban

soil. The members of the paramilitary leadership groups would be

introduced covertly into the target

7. As a result of this fundamental decision, went

• in mid-December 1959 to survey certain isolated areas m
'

m m . .

to determine the potential usefulness of these areas for the

training of the instructor cadre. In addition to the survey,
.„•••--•-- ------x

....... held meetings

with CINCCARIB Lt. Gen. Ridgely GaltLer
." and CGUSARCARIB Major

Gen. Charles Dasher, to familiarize them with the basic Agency thinking

in the Cuban matter.

8. Mr. Estcrline outlined the organization of the Task Force and the

steps which led to the paper presented to the President on 14 March I960

and approved 17 March I960, which was the first authorization to mount

an operation to get rid of Castro. General Taylor requested the original

T/O of that Task Force. He also requested other T/O's, including the

present one, which will illustrate the buildup of the Force.

9- Mr. Bissell discussed the 1 7th of March approval. The concept

then presented persisted for approximately 10 months. There were four

major courses:

A. Creation of a political opposition. This took 4 to 5 months

and during that period it waB found less and less possible to rely on

the Cuban politicians.

B. Mass communications to the Cuban people.

C. Covert intelligence and action originating inside Cuba.

D. The building of an adequate paramilitary force outside

Cuba which called for cadres of leaders. t

10. The original budget did not provide for the mounting of an

organization of the type which eventually developed.

11. General Taylor then requested that the exact procedure
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followed in the clearance in this basic paper of 17 March I960 be
described.

12. Through 1958, 1959, I960 and bo far in 1961, weekly meetings
have been held with the Assistant Secretary of State, his deputy, Special

Assistant, and a representative from, the Office of Special Operations in

State, for the purpose of briefing them on the highlights of intelligence.

Since the approval of the paper, they have also been kept informed in

general terms of major operational aspects.

13. Mr. Bisaell said that the language of the basic paper was general
as we did not know then how large a force would be built up. During the

autumn months of I960, the military force took shape and the original

concept went through subtle changes.

14. In June I960, the FRD (Frente Revolucionario Democratico)
came into being. This was one of the first orders of business. It was
needed as an umbrella for the recruiting and training of a nucleus of a
military force. The thinking then was that this military group would be
used in small teams and serve as a catalyst for uprisings in Cuba.

15. The Attorney General then asked was it conceived that Castro
could be overthrown with a catalyst force at that time. Mr. Bissell

replied that the original concept was to generate various pressures on
Castro including this force, and it was expected that the classic guerrilla

pattern would be followed. The Attorney General then asked what step

should we have taken at that time if we had known what we know now, and
did we have any policy then. Mr. Dulles replied we did have a policy,

which was to overthrow Castro in one way or another.

16. General Taylor asked if the plan was baaed on capabilities or on
what we actually needed, to which Mr. Dulles replied in the negative. Mr.
Bissell said we thought we could build up guerrilla resistance through
teams being infiltrated to groups inside, which would lead to the forma-
tion of a large enough group to facilitate air drops of arms and other
materiel.

17. Mr. Esterline said we had a navy of sorts which ran operations

for the ex/infiltration of personnel and the introduction of arms and other
materiel with better than 50% success. The buildup of guerrillas did not



occur as expected and the number of successful drops was very low.

This led to the further expansion of our military force to the point that

it had gotten beyond*the covert state about 1 November I960,

18. General Taylor requested the date that military training began.

He was informed that thirty (30) selected leaders were sent to a jungle

area-- in July I960. These were all

recruited and carefully screened by the FRD.

19. General Taylor asked if maximum offort was made to raise

manpower. Mr. Eeterline answered that at first we were very selective

and the troops came in at a trickle. Later they came in ata greater rate

tha-n we could handle. Mr. Estorline described the method of selection

and screening. General Taylor asked if figures were available as to

how many ex-officers of the Cuban.army were recruited and as complete

a breakdown as possible of personnel.

20. Mr. Barnes stated that beginning about mid-November I960,

there were weekly discussions in the Special Group. Mr. Dulles said

recommendations from the Task Force were considered at these

meetings. Special Group references show that on 16 November I960,

the changing concept of the operation was noted by Under Secretary

Livingston Merchant. By November I960, it was recognized that

guerrilla warfare operations in the Escambray were not going well;

we were having difficulty with air drops and some change In approach

was needed.

21. Mr. Bieeell said that one of the problems at this time was the

Department of State's concern about tainting Guatemala and Nicaragua

if the size was augmented. The Agency was asked to consider with-

drawing from Guatemala and setting up an American base. After

further consideration, the use of a base in the continental U. S. was

ruled out.

22. In answer to General Taylor's question.as to what bottle-necks

existed, it was stated that there were no bases immediately available

for the training of large numbers of the troops and that recruits came

in at a trickle until the political base was broadened.
f

23. The Attorney General asked what was the purpose of a Strike

Force, to which Mr. Bissell replied they would administer a strike
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which could lead to a general uprising or: a formation of larger guerrilla

units in the momttiM with which dissidents could join forces. The Strike

Force was not in'repudiation of the guerrilla concept but in addition to it.

24. CpX_Haw}dn& stated there never was a clear-cut decision In his

mind policy-wise to use a Strike Force.

25. Mr. Bissell read excerpts from a memorandum of 8 December

I960 of a meeting of the Special Group where a changing concept had been

presented by various members of the Task Force. General Taylor aaid

that all members of the board want a copy of this paper.

26. Among the items requested in this memorandum, officers from

the Special Forces for the training of the Strike Force were authorized,

the use of an air strip at Puerto Caberas, Nicaragua-wa>-approved,

supply missions were approved, and on Tuesday, 10 April* the use of

American contract pilots was approved. Records are-in-General

27. General Taylor asked what discussions there were with Presi-

dent Eisenhower during this period and requested copies of any existing

28. Mr. DulleB said that the only minutes of the meetings of the

5412 Group were prepared and kept by CIA. These could be consulted

by authorized individuals of other departments.

/) 29. Mr. Bissell quoted from the minutes of a 5412 meeting where

doubt was expressed that a covert force could succeed.and consequently

overt action might be required. About 1 January 1961, recruiting was

greatly stepped up.

30. In reply to General Taylor's question as to when did we reach

concept number three, Mr. Esterline said about 1 March 1961. In

January and February 1961, JCS teams were sent to the camps under

If special arrangement and furnished the necessary instructor force for

II training of a larger strike force.

31. The Board agreed that one set of papers only would be kept,

these to be by General Taylor. Documents desired are:

:..-/.

-7-

r
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A. The 5412 Paper. General Gray has a copy in his possession.

3. Basic paper or 17 March I960.

C. Tables of O^anization beginning with the creation of the
Task Force.

D. Both communications plans.
*

E. Chronology of events from 17 March I960:

(1) CIA chronology.

(2) State chronology.

F. Changes in concept.

G. Data on both American and Cuban personnel.

H. Supply plan.

I. Training plan.

J. Intelligence aspects.

K. Reconstitution of facts and intelligence available when plans
were approved.

32. It was agreed that the next meeting would be held at 1000 hours on
Monday, 24 April 1961, in the Director's'conference room.

Distribution:

Original - Copy tfl - General Maxwell D. Taylor
Copy #2 - Admiral Arleigh Burke
Copy #3 - Allen W. Dulles
Copy #4- Attorney General Robert Kennedy
Copy US - Major General D. W. Gray
Copy H- Richard M. Bissell, Jr.
Copy 07-

Copy if8-
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MEMORANDUM FOR RECORD

OP THE

• TAYLOR COMMITTEE

AT THE «!*«•

CONFERENCE ROOM (ROOM 21

DIRECTOR OP CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY

AT 1350 HOURS

2H APRIL 1961
"

KCUSSJHED v

PRESENT

GENERAL MAXWELL D. TAYLOR

MR. ROBERT KENNEDY
Attorney Oeneral

ADMIRAL ARLEIQH A. BURKE
Chief of Naval Operations

COLONEL MICHAEL J; INGELIDO
Deputy Secretary, JCS

MAJOR GENERAL DAVID W. GRAY
Joint Staff

CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY

MR. ALLEN DULLES . . .

GENERAL C. B. CABELL

MR. RICHARD M. BISSELL

MR. TRACY BARNES
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DECLASSIFIED

EO. 11652. Sec. 11

GENERAL MAXWELL D. TAYLOR

SUB J: Second Meeting_pf the Green Study Group
(24 April 1961)

NOTE : The note at the top of page 15 before para. U8 refers to a
J*5-minute period when the CIA secretary was not present at the meeting.
Although a duplication for the nost part, in order to assure coverage
of this 1+5-minute period, a copy of the Memo for Record of the afternoon
meeting at CIA starting at 1350 on 2k April 1961, prepared by the Study
Croup Assistant from General Taylor's office, has been appended to the
original report.

*.

*



2h April 1961

MEMORANDUM FOR THE RECORD

SUBJECT : SECOND MEETING OF THE GREEN STUDY GROUP

TIME AND PLACE: 1020-1700 hours, 2«* April 1961, CIA Administration Building

PARTICIPANTS : Study Group Members

General Maxwell D. Taylor
Attorney General Robert F. Kennedy
Admiral Arielgh Burke
Director of Central Intelligence, Mr- Allen W. Dulles

Department of Defense

General David V. Gray

Mil

General C. P. Cabell
Mr. Richard M. Biscoll, Jr.

Mr. C. Tracy Barnes

I
1

1. Minuteso^the first meeting held on Saturday, 22 April 2$6l, as
prepared bygp were passed to all members of the coinaittee and read,
by them prior to the opening of today's session.

2. General Taylor suggested that since the President did not consider
this study of the Cuban Project to be either an "inquiry" or an "investigation",
that some other title for the group be agreed upon. 4l ^us&estiori

that it be called the "Green Study Group" was agreed to and General Taylor



suggested that the first page of the 22 April minutes he amended to reflect
this change of title In the heading of those minutes.

ft.

:

3. Gen. Taylor referred to cl» too of ?a*-;e Five of the ataufcus of the

first meeting in vhich a "Special Group" is mentioned and asked Che identity

of this special group. Mr. Barnes said that this was a special croup
that got into the activity at the change of phase (?) and that it vas not

the 5**12 Special Group. Mr. Bissell promised to deliver to Gen. Taylor by
the end of the day, copies of all memoranda prepared by the Special Group
on Cuba.

k. Gen. Taylor said that he had asked the JCS to provide a recording
secretary to keep a record of the proceedings of the committee and that
Col. Inglelido would make hi3 appearance during the course of the morning

meeting. It was agreed GBDBB3 would keep a record of toe morning session

and that Col. Inglelido would thereafter take over.

5- The question of whether the meeting should be recorded was brought

up and it was decided not to record the meeting unless a particular speaker

wished to have his remarks taped.

6. Mr- Kennedy asked that notes on the meeting be provided all members.

Otherwise, only one copy of the actual record of the proceedings, and

documents presented in connection therewith, would be kept.

7- Mr. Bissell. then commenced the discussion by resuming the chrono-

logical account of the development of the Project. He said on Saturday,

22 April, a review had been made of November and December, I960, developments.

By early January, the original concept of a 300-man force broken up into
small teams for infiltration - after possible training in the United States -

became shifted to the concept of a much stronger strike force. To Gen. Taylor'

query as to whether this shift vas covered by a formal paper, Mr. Bissell
replied that there was no formal recording of the shift. The expansion

of the forces in Gcatemala was accelerated and on 12 January 19©1, we t
received ^^ggyrgn^^f^jf^^tgS''^Mfcia^^?jftffil| . Following the arrival

of these officers at the camp, the character of the training changed.

8. At the end of January, 23 January to be precise, the President

was briefed on our Agency plan. At this time, little more wa3 involved

than a presentation, largely oral, of the status and a decision was obtained

to continue with the activities but there was no implication that military
action would be undertaken. Gen. Taylor asked if this was the first time

the plan had been presented to the President and Mr. Bissell said yes,

but added that the President did not offer an opinion concerning it.

Mr. Bissell said we were seeking authority to continue ali our activities-

overflights, etc. and to call attention to the fact that ve were recruiting

and moving men and accumulating material and expending money against mere

contingencies, and that we were anxious to present our plan to Gen. Lemnitzer.



(Gen. Gray vas asked to provide a copy of this""plan from his file. He

remarked that this vas the ulan which the JC3 had approved on 3 Febru-

ary 1961).

9- Mr. Biosell stated that on or about 17 February 19ol, another
meeting, including the President, vas held. 3y this "i:^_^ll££L^Ld
evaluated the Military plan -..hich I'-ad '^ecn developed ^y flfe&ag&Effffi -

Gen. Taylor asked if this plan was considerably different iroa the final

plan adopted and vas answered afflraatively. At this February meeting, we

felt a sense of urgency as the military plan called for a D'-Day of 5 March.

At the 17 February meeting, it became clear that there would be no jjxnediate

decision and that the plan vould have to "slip" by one month. It vas

recalled that the President, the Secretary of State, Mr. Dulles, Mr. Blssell,

Mr. Barnes, Gen. Gray, E23SS2S2S, Mr. Mann and Mr. Berle and possibly

others, vere present. Gen. Taylor asked if the outcome of that meeting

vas to decide to let D-Day slip and Mr. Blssell. answered affirmatively

adding that certain questions had been raised *dth respect to military

implications.

10. Mr. Blssell then read from a paper he had prepared on 11 March

which was a .statement of the status of preparations, actions, timing and

possible alternate courses of actions. This was presented at a meeting

attended by much the same persons who attended the 17 February meeting. At

this Juncture, Mr. Dulles colled to the attention of the committee a copy

of Mr. Bundy's record of action of the 28 January meeting (of the IISC?).

He stated he had no authority to disseminate copies but he vould read it,

which he did. The paper reported that the Director of Central Intelligence

had reported on the situation in Cuba, that Cuba vas rapidly becoming a

coamunist state and that the United States had undertaken a program of

covert action, propaganda, sabotage and assistance to exiles. The paper

reported that the present estimate of the Department of Defense vas that no

program existed at this time which had capability of correcting the situation.

The President, according to the document, authorized the continued activities

of the Agency, including overflights. The Department Of State vas instructed

to propose actions which could be taken in concert with other countries of

the hemisphere, such a3 Brazil and Colombia. Mr. Dulles read the paper In

full and stated it was available at any time to members of the cosmittee.

11. Mr. Blssell read from a memorandum of the U March meeting

concerning the status of immediate alternative courses of action?

A. Use of force in such a way as to minimize appearance of an

invasion, including amphibious infiltrations by nisht.

B. Cozcait the tM force to a surprise attack, accompanied

by use of tactical air force.

C. Eaploy two successive landings - one a diversionary

force to be followed by landing of the main force 2k

"L hours later.



D. Send the force into an inaccessible area where it

could hold the beachhead for considerable tine.

"A" and "D" were included because at the 17 February .---.eetins, tho

President and the .Secretary had ur3ed an e:r.-o1 ration of all possible alter-

natives. Ho affirmative decision cane out of the 11 "arch neeting.

12. Mr. Dulles then proceeded to read the statement of action of

the aeeting of 8 February. (A discussion of the tvo February dates ensued--

8 February and 17 February--with Mr. Biasell conceding that there was no

meeting on 17 February, but that the paper had been prepared for a meeting

which had been cancelled or postponed.) Mr. Dulles stated that the President

was not present at the 8 February meeting but the discussion resulted in a

decision by the President to authorize the encouragement of the establish-

ment of an exile Junta and Revolutionary Council and discussion with exile

leaders looking toward such a development. No other action ponding further

word from the President, was authorised.

13. Mr. Dulles then read from a paper covering the 11 March meeting,

noting the President had decided on the following courses of action^

(l) Every effort should be made to assist the Cubans to

form a political organization. This is to Include

publicity for the leading political figures.

(2) The United States Government should prepare a

"White Paper" on Cuba and assist the Cubans to

do the sane.

(3) The Department of State would explore possibilities A f

of a de marche in the United nations (?). -
/

{k) President expects to offer United States' support for

Cubans to return to their homelixnd. However, best <

plan for achieving this has not yet been presented,

liew proposals for action should be submitted.

Gen. Taylor commented that it would appear the/?resident was favorable

to the concept but was not satisfied with the proposals to date.

lU. Mr. Bissell then read on account of a 15 March meeting. According

to this paper the plan for the Cuban, operation submitted on 7 March 19&1

vas unacceptable as it was not a program of infiltration but a World War H
type of assault. That in order for a plan to be politically acceptable

it must:

A. Be an unspectacular landing at night in an area where there

was a p'n<mnm likelihood of opposition.

B. If ultimate success would require tactical air support, it

should ap-oear to come from a Cuban air base. Therefore,

territory seized should contain a suitable airfield.

/ ^ • *
f. - - -



fltoygperjsoatained a brief outline of a second military dLiq prepared
7 VHHH.IH which was appro::i=ately the pLm later adopted.

15. Mr. Bissell next read x'rca notes on a meeting held on 16 March,
at which tine tvo operations were proposed:

A. Trinidad - Probably on opposed landing in daylight
vith air support required.

B. Zapata - Unopposed landing with no tactical air until
opposed.

Consequently, as of l6 March, there were two plans still under
consideration a3 indicated above. Between the l6ta of March and the
end of March another postponement was called due to the visit of
Prime Minister MacMillian. The target date for action was postponed
to 10 April, later to 15 April and finally to 17 April.

l6 f Mr. Bissell then read from a paper covering a meeting held
on 12 April. By this time, the plan had crystallized and this covered
the concept of the operation:

1,. Modification of air plans to prov^for air operations
limitedbisis on D-2, and again on D-Day. Shortly after
the first strike on D-2, Cuban pilots would land at
Miami. Other details not discussed.

2. Diversion or cancellation. Mot feasible to holt
embarkation but if necessary, ships could be diverted.

Gen. Taylor asked why it was not feasible to halt the embarkation
and Mr. Bissell replied that the staging and loading of the troops was
already underway. Mr. Bicsell said that approval was given on continuing
stages but that on April 12, D minus 5, the President still had the power
to atop it. Staging started D minue 7 and 2/3s had already been moved from
camps and first vessel sailed on D minus 6 and the last on D minus k.
Mr. Kennedy commented that the plan appears to have been approved but the
GO signal not given. He asked with whom the plan had been coordinated.

Mr. Dulles stated that an Internal Departmental Task Force had been set up
early in March 1561 and various tasks were assigned to the separate departments
The IETF was composed of representatives from State, Defense and CIA,
specifically, Mr. Braddock, former Charge at Haoana representing State,
Gen. Gray representing Defense, and Mr. Barnes, representing CIA. At the
end of the 16 March meeting agreement was reached to set up the IDTF.
Mr. Bissell sold it was the sense of the 16 March meeting that the Zapata
plan was preferable. Admiral Burke commented that the JC3 did not agree
at that time. Mr. Bissell stated there wa3 a review of the plan by the
JCS and that Gen. Gray would later elaborate on that.



17- Mr. Bissell stated that by 12 April the plan had crystallized

but we still had no "go ahead"signal, whereupon Mr. Kennedy asked

how we came to that conclusion and how was it actually worked out. He

asked if anyone formally presented a plan for approval. When actually did

the President and others examine the plan and Give it their approval.

Gen. Gray stated that l6 March was the date. Gen. Taylor asked if it was

approved on that date and Mr. Bissell stated it vaJ approved as the plan to

be" implemented but that no "go ahead" signal was Given. Gen. Taylor inquired

as to what the JCS had done with respect to the plan and Adm. Burke replied

that on 15 March 1961, the JCS was briefed on the alternate plan^and that the

evaluation concluded that the alternate Zapata plan was oonsidered the most

feasible. He then started to discuss the three alternatives when Gen. Gray

interniDted with the suggestion that the discussion was getting out of step;

that the Trinidad plan should be discussed first and then the three alternative

plan3.

lS " I > Presentation—Before going into the details of the

Trinidad plan^J | said he would like to provide background informa-

tion showing what factors were available and factors not available in

connection with planning of that Project. He stated that when one is confronted

with the requirement for non-attribillty you introduce tremendous difficulties

for a covert plan. For example, in a regular military operation, you know

what forces you have, bases, state of training, etc., hut in a IM covert

plan you don't know much of anything. He said that last September when he

joined the Project, the question of bases for the strike force and for

supplying guerrillas in the mountains was not. resolved. The only bases

available were two bases in Guatemala. These were training bases, a shelf

on the side of a volcano with room for 200 men at most (we ended up

with lUOO.) These were the training facilities - which were very poor.

19. The air base in Guatemala was 750 miles from Central Cuba—too
far for supply operations. C-46's could not reach Eastern Cuba with satis-

factory loads. C-5U's could. The distance was too great for tactical air

operations using B-26 or smaller plane3 . All sorts of studies were m£dejto_

locate a satisfactory base. The United State^va^ruledou^butJ O
did not agree vith tbe reaboaiag thereforej_J ^^^^J^^^Bm
nnffi " "

" nSEBEB HfiflMC 0nseq u e

n
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,

wehadnooase from which to conduc^saTisractory operations . However, we

later learned that President Soraoza of Nicaragua would cooperate and we selected

Puerto Cabezas as the site since it had an airfield, dock facilities, and

other advantages. We were still 500 miles from Central Cuba, still far

but feasible.

20. Late in the autumn of i960 we feared we would lose Guatemala

bases end recruiting stopped, and we looked around for other bases. We

could never be sure how many troops we could get as the recruiting was often

slowed down due to political infighting of exile leaders.

21. Training—We did not have facilities forTMtraining. Last fall

we only had four CIA personnel. On 23 October,] gj requested three



c

We were facing amphibious operations,

the most difficult of all military operations, and we had no ships. The
question was: should we buy 3hi?s, recruit crevs, or should we charter ships?

We finally bought two LCI's in Miami, not fitted for landing troops but
we r-odified them, we recruited Cuban crews, it took months (until January 19ol)

to -jet the ships to sea. The crevs vere made up of former Cuban navy personnel.
We also recruited American contract personnel for these ships, the two ££1*3 •

These two ships could carry only 150 men so this did not answer our problem.

We had to charter ships. We contacted a Cuban ship owner named Garcia who bad

six small freighters of the 1500-2000 ton variety. This man, Garcia, offered

the most and asked the least of all the Cubans we were in touch with. He asked

that we cover the operating expenses. At first we wanted two ships for our

750-nan force. We armed the LCI's and kept them as command ships. We also

used them for other operations such as the raid on the Santiago refinery.

22. Air Picture—This was a problem in the autumn of I960- We had
few trained crews. There was always the question of whether the Cubans

would measure up. We didn't know whether the air force was adequate.
The covert approach ia extremely difficult. R4 operations of any size

at all cannot be covert. Hcamcnted that we nay huvo to adjust

our thinking to the need for coming out in the open as our enemies are

doing.

23. Policy Questions—Policy questions had a bearing on our plana.

Some unanswered questions by early January were these;

Will a strike be conducted?
Will an air operation be permitted?
Will American pilots be used?
Will Nicaragua be used as a base?

I then read from a paper dated k January 196*1, which he had

prepared^Thispaper outlined the current status of our operation ana set

forth policy questions which had to to resolved. (flBH^H provided

a copy of this paper for inclusion in the record. Consequently, no attempt

is made to reproduce it in these minutes.

)

21*. From the above mentioned paper,

of the strike operation:

outlined the concept

1. Securing of a small lodgement on Cuban soil
by 750-man force.

2. This to be preceeded by tactical air strike which
would destroy the air force, naval vessels.

- 7 -



3. Following this other military targets would be attacl;ed, such
as ifcanlc paries, artillery motor transport, etc,

k. Close air support for strike force on Doi)rvy and thereafter.

5- The Initial mission was to seize a s^all area vrei'er-
obly with an air field and access to the sea, with
contingency plans for air drops if field and port not
available

.

6. Force should try to sun&re and not break out until tine
opportune or U.S. intervened. •

,

T- Expected widespread popular support and general uprisings.

8. If thl3 did not develop, there was the possibility that
the fighting night bring on assistance from other Latin
American countries and the U.S. with the resultant fall
of Castro.

9. Plan called for continuation of regular R! operations:
sabotage, guerrillas, etc.

»

10. If driven from the beachhead, the fore? would continue
guerrilla operations.

25. Gen. Taylor stated that this concept raised funda-ental questions.
What una the magnitude of the air cover you expected and did you expect
to stay oiishorcindefinitely, and iT eo what size force did you plan to
employ? BiB^EBS 5aid tnat tJsc force was to have been cexpose il of 750
men and that they expected to l:ave an oirforce of 15 B-26's, whereupon
Gen. Taylor questioned whether 15 B-2o's could have done all that was ex-
pected. ^BHH^B explained that the plan was to eliminate the enemy
air force. We anticipated that he liad twelve operational planes, including
six B-26's, U T-33'3, and from two to four Sea Furies. This turn-d out to
be a fairly accurate estimate, tfe felt that fifteen B-26's could do the Job.

26. Gen. Taylor asked on what intelligence did we base out belief
that there would be popular uprisings. CSBBd^B fl said that we ted our
cjm agents up and down the Length of Cuba - serve g JBHB agents including

radio opL'rr.tcr- - who cave us a picture of large numbers of people begging
for anas in order to fight Castro. We had difficulty supplying the anas
via the air drops. The Cuban pilots were not sufficiently qualified for
this work. The flights i/ere rarely opposed but the aircraft encountered
difficulty in finding the drop -oner,. (SBESB&B5S ccr=ented that at
no time were our surface croft interdicted by Cuban navy croft and surface s
deliveries were nuch more successful). '
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27- BBSBBBS then quoted other e:;tracts free his paper of
January k, sura/arizing the size of our air force - ten B-26~*s"but only
five pilots; seven C-5V3; a few C-to's - with crossly inadequate transport
crews. Five hundred Cubans trrani^s in Gtsntenola. ?RD (great*) recruit-
ment not going satisfactorily, Special recruiting teens being sent fron
Cenp3 to Miani to assist. Expect to have 750 ran in tine but unless
Specia^orce^^rrtniag they could not be ready before late I5/6I. All thi3
time, B3BHHH saidJ Castro was building up his military capability and
in Septenber ve thought he still iiad 75# of the population, behind bin,
although his popularity was then declining. Gen, Taylor asked in retrospect
what would have been the best tining (for the strike to have occurred?) and

j replied early March.

23. Ii9| J said at the tine of the preparation of hia paper of
k January we did not know whether the new adninistratlon would approve the
project and this needed to be resolved imediately in order that the
operation could be stopped and considerable exoense saved. Ke therefore
recomended that the Director of CIA attentrt to Get a decision from the
President-Elcct. IffWMIftUHjH felt that If the decision was made in nid-
Jaauary the force could be ready to cove by the end of February. Vfe vere
then under pressure fron the Guatemalan government. Tine was not entirely
in our favor. We anticipated that Castro would coon have a Jet capability.
Heavy equipment was being asseiialed throughout the country and the establish-
cent of a police state was advancing rapidly. In his paper he reconnended
that tlie operation be carried out not later than 1 March is6l.

29- n*[*™*n»iKH tcnr.!:xitcd rcadijghis paper. Dulles asked what
diopooition was nade of It and gggQ^BKB said It was directed to Chief
of \M/U (chief of the Cuban opcrat " *

* n«B^|fiWl c/lM/k, said
he directed it to higher authority. Gen. Taylor asked for the identity of
thehiijher authority and was told it went to the Chief of the Division
Kgif . the Assistant Deputy for Plans (Mr. Barnes), and the Deputy
far Plans [}*r. Bissell). Mr. Bissell stated that the paper did not so nuch
further than his office, and added that we did eventually get the air crews,
the B-26's, etc. MftM^||y|y|fyiM^«l Anericcn contract pilots were
readied. He stated that with respect to the najor policy decisions raised
hyGBSH^^Br these iscucs will encrge when li mitations on use of the
tactical air force are discussed. flffry^gfff^R pm comnentod tliat wc battled
with State for nonths and we only got xratered down nore and core for our
efforts.

30. Mr. Kennedy asked why, if ^H3BH3^BBipresunptions end conclusions
were correct, and if State and otiers felt it wasn't feasible or desirable,
wasn't the project called off? Mr. Bissell explained that what actually
happened was that ^SSBBBSB position was stated and first there was
agreement on air strikes on D ninus 2, D ninus 1, and D-Day; and then later
an absolute nininun calling for strikes on D ninus 1 and D-Day. And what
finally was called for was a nazrinun effort on D-Day.



31. tir. Kennedy asked gjBl i- he would :^ve approved the
operation as it ultimately c^e to occur - that la, would he have or Old
lie approve of the watered loan :lcn. U^BB replied Hiat he did r.ot
approve but crust say this with qualifications. He said he always maintained
that we naat get rid of the opposin.- air force, lie insisted the three

Jor Sitingairfields must be attaciac. I!e ;ras nob in favor or
nunber of aircraft (he eventually got the number raised) - he vas not satis-
fied with the limited application of air pover and he thought we would have
had a satisfactory sweep on D-Day of all the Cuban airfields. Gen. Taylor
asked liov many pines we had on D-Day and 0H^^ (stated;fifteen.
Admiral Burke asked if all the factors raised by ^HlEEIB2L-< re ever
listed in check off form - and were they checked off "as achieved? The
reply was that wo had no formalised check list but we knew where we stood
as we went along. SZSa£2EE99 said we had the capability on the morning of
D-Day with the 15 3-26' s but we weren 't given an opportunity to do the Job

.

32. ftaaKaffhjPfl st ate cl that prior to D-Day we had an accurate count
of the enemy air force and knew where every craft was kept. Ik? had a total
of 36. described them by category. l/e estimated JO'/' of these
planes were in flying condition. On the D-minus 2 strike we destroyed over
70# of their air power. We had 15 planes left to employ to knock out the
remainder. SSO shoved the enemy planes were concentrated at San Antonio.
On D-Day one Sea Fury was knocked out and another fell into the ocean.
They were down to three T-33's. Gen. Taylor asked then why did the strike
fall? fflBBHI replied that we had strilxs planned for San Antonio,
Libcrtad, and 11 other targets, but were not permitted to carry them out.
Gen. Taylor contented tlutt we had done well with our air force and
replied that we had them pinned down end we based this belief on f&KAl and
photography. He added that every aircraft i/e lost was due to the T-33's.
Mr. Kennedy asked how nony aircraft did Castro have on D-Day. B~ BBI
said he had 2 Sea Furies, a, and 3 T-33's. fl^HBHH repeated that
wc had planned a fifteen plane raid at dawn on D-Day but were not nermitted
to carry it out. Mr. Dulles asked if subsequent events bore out the correct-
ness of our sir O/fl and

yjjflBBBSE%fi replied in the effirmative.

33- t'!r . Kennedy astod for information on the retort that IIID'g were
in the air. ESSEEE3 said that laC^did not appear until the final date.
They may havw been in crates and quickly assembled. Mr. Dulles consented
that aerial photography never picked up any i-HG's. Mr. Bissell said we liad

no reports from agents of IHG air flights. Gen. Taylor asl-ed concerning
the characteristies of the T-33*s and was told they are Jet trainers armed
with two 50 cal. machine guns. Gon. Gray said that on D plus 1 a request
was made of our destroyers to.attcrrjt to locate the field. Q BBSSmm
the report of lUG's in crates indicated San Julian air base•^KI&3&
terminated his remarks by saying that a3 of D-Day the air picture was in
our favor. /

- 10 -
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PIjAII. (USSOBflH proceeded to discuss tiie

utilised charts shotzing the composition of the stril:e
he areas discussed. First he dcscrib2d the composition

3^. TR
Trinidad Plan,
force and -mps of
and organisation of the assault force and how it was trained. Ke said at

—orc '-'-3 r.o one to train the troops so :'.-v:-UEHBE& and
WMWEIM-'^" directives to conduct Individual crai:!icg, small anit train-
ing, etc., and an 8 week course was provided. I/ith large influx of recruits,
concurrent recruit, snail unit and combined training had to be conducted.
Gen. Taylor asked where they fou::d roc- in view crBafltffBgfprevious
statement of the small shelf on the volcano side, and ttBHEfi_B explained
that ve finally got permission to use a finca belonging to Mr. Alejos of
Guatemala for training purposes. However, firing practice was done in the
mountains

.

35- Noting that Tanks appeared on the chart, Mr. Kennedy asked If tanks
did get ashore and if they were camouflaged or disguised. H frMftHE said
that tanks vere put ashore and Gen. Gray added that these were the same type
of tonka given to other countries. BBBBB^B stated that we trained the
tank crews at Ft. Knox and we had no trouble whatsoever. The Cubans knew
where they were being trained andflBSBBBI said that was a good example
of how our ova soil is better suited for training free security and other
standpoints.

36. In arriving at the Trinidad plan, ^^HflWtVlTP1 said that ho studied
the entire island carefully. He then decided that the Trinidad area with
the nearby Escoctroy mountains was the place. Gen. Taylor asked if he had
the benefit of photograoliy in reaching his decision and B223SB3299 said
he had no photography until one flight was flown in Ilovcrbcr with not too
satisfactory results. He then proceeded to describe the Trinidad area -
the town of some 16,COO population, the nearby port to the south, named
Casilda - with its docks - many good beaches for our nurooses - good guerrilla
country nearby with hills of 2,500 - h,000 feet in which from 60O-ljO0O
guerrillas were reported to be active who led been able to maintain then-
selves for six months, but were eventually eliminated. Although these were
email groups with little equipment and poor supplies, it nevertheless took
Castro six nonths to eliminate then. Therefore in considering the Trinidad
plan it was felt that the force could if necessary move to the nountains
and could exist in such terrain indefinitely. There were no approaches
from the North that Castro could use, only other naia road was from Santa
Clara - this had a bridge over a river and a railroad bridge - and ve were
planning to knock out these two bridges. Other approach was from Cienfuegos -

with bridges. The area was suitable for isolation. Also there was reason
to believe that tlie Trinidad population was friendly. They had been support-
ing the guerrillas in the hills, ife eirpectsd to pick up recruits from the
Trinidad civilian population and we planned to bring in arms packs for 4,000
men and rapidly expand our forces, /mother advantage if the force succeeded
in maintaining itself and eventually breaking out was the possibility that
we could have severed Cuba in the riddle , creating great problems for Castro.

- 11 -



37. Gen. Taylor inquired go to the data of the plan. B9HBGB said

it wa3 written in January ana the was briofed on the' plan on 31 January.

I -c remarked that the in ra Lixlo^ndent study, *-iid also selected the

Trinidad site as the most suitable i'or tliis type of operation. Gen. Taylor

asked ho:/ did the
had already bean
mind a ranll, invasion 1'orce

.

fce JCS get ir.to this ttatbor and Gen. Gray replied that the JCS

(n anted to cone lip 'ith a Utoly a?ot and that they had in

38. then reviewed the strike plan as follovs:

D-Day - landing

Prior D-Doy - destruction air force

D-rninus 1- attack aircraft on ground - also tank parks,

artillery, etc.

H ninus 6 - feinting operation off the Uest Coast of

Pinar del Rio - destroy bridges

H Hour - Assault force lands on benches - seises high

ground - another conpany coves inland and
• establishes self on forward slopes - another

company or. a scoarate beach - clear Casilda -

airborne troops drop in heights over Trinidad.

39. Gen. Taylor inquired as to the lstown presence of Castro forces in

the area. QMHB^Rgsaid we could never pin town the exact location of his

forces. There were SS ^0,000 cilitia in the General area - vith about

5,000 nilitio encircling the Escaribray nountains. These were not naking an

aggressive effort to Join battle vith tlrs Guerrillas but would catch them

as they cane out for food. Vfe evaluated the nilitia fighting qualities on

what they did in the Escaribrays and this was very low. He then went*on

describing the plan by saying that after seizure of the objectives we would

enlist and am civilians, we would use the liospitnl and other buildings for

the force - we would coordinate with local civilian leaders and nake contact

with local guerrillas. We would use the local airport for rcsupply - but the

airport could not take a B-26\ In the event Trinidad could not be held, the

plan was for the force to withdraw to the Sscadbrays where they would be

supplied by air drops. This, fffiBSSBSl said, vas the beauty of the

Trinidad Plan - it provided an alternative and safe area to nove in«o if the

original phase failed to achieve its objective^^en. Ccbell consented that

the conceirt called for a dawn landing. said the air strike

called for attack on three air fields and the .'tmagua military base, which

had tanks and eouiprant which would have easily been destroyed oy use of

mroaln but we we're not authorised to use neoaln in the oparati^n. Gen. Taylor

asked who said napalxx could not be employed and!
it was a decision of the national Government. listed in detail
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all the targets which we had selected for air "attack - which included in
addition to obvious military tar-tots - the Havana power plant, microwave
c.taticr.5, refineries., etc. - ar.i -aid all tkase things *.;e wanted to do.
Gen . Taylor nskad if tlie air reouireiwRt varied vitj tha Changs or -ilar.3

.- H^dWiUffl replied no.

UP. Gen . Taylor aclied p.side fron terrain what else was favorable and

BBBHBD repeated his references to friendly ^opula^ion, neerby
guerrillas , beaches as good as those of Zapata. Ke said the presence of
energy forces was a disadvantage of this plan as compared with the Zapata
Plan. Ue did not think there was anyone at Zapata. ' Gen. Gray said that as

far a3 could be detemined there was only a police battalion at Trinidad.

Admiral Burke consented that the size of the air field at Trinidad was
another disadvantage - the field at Zapata being larger. SBflBBHSI
reiterated that the principal advantage was being able to fall back into the
mountains. At Zapata we presupposed an uprising but the beachhead did not

last long enough. At Trinidad we night have had favorable civilian reaction -

one agent told us he had 2,500 nsn wanting arms.

Jtl. Mr. Kennedy aoked if we had any corounications from the island
after D-Day indicating a desire on the part of the people to rise, and

Fff¥MfmHW said you there were requests for cjrr.r. but air drop3 without the

use of Acericon pilots had never been successful. Gen. Taylor asked if»there
was an annex to the plan for supplying arns to anyone who did rice.
Mr. Bisaell stated that we had airplanes and supplies and were ready to
respond to agent calls. \lc could have responded - there were 19 requests -

post of them before D-Day. Mr. Kennedy asked if there were any after D-Day
and fflMBWl said yes, but v.- couldn't -service the= since our aircraft
were cornitted to try to deliver supplies to the strike force which had lost

its supply ship.

1*2. Gen. Gray recalled that the Agency had prepared a sumary of agent

radio communications received - and messages fron the beaches - on D plus 2/—- p> i

and n3ked that a copy of that smeary, which lie found quite impressive, be ( IrtlS "Ljl

furnished for the record.

^3- Mr. Bissell said that we had anticipated domination of the air and

therefore could have nade daylight deliveries of arms in response to the many

calls we had received. As it turned out we did not i^ave the means with which
to respond.

hh. bJ HjJI^jJgj then infomed tlie group that we had on hand one of

the American pilots who survived the corning raid, and since lie was planning

to leave the city tonight, asked if the corrl ttee would like to liear hi

3

story this afternoon. Gen. Taylor said he would like to hear bin after
we finish the actual scenario and this should be sccetir-e after lunch. Ths

hour of h p.m. was set.



^5" Gen - Tcylor ashed whs* happened to ffcS Trinidad PIcm.
replied that it was always opposed "by tlie State Department - also the Presi-

dent -./anted scbetfcing that vns less lite na invasion. !"r. Sissell read frcn

the record of the 15 Karch ceetisvs Lch roncrteu tteit Trinidad vea r.ot

acceptable sir.ee it appeared Ilia a '.ill assault operation. Sen. Taylor

aofced if the Plan una rejected on 15 Ifcrcll and itr. Blosell replied no, on

11 irarch. Adniral Burhe ccnaentsd that on 3 February thi JC3 iiod G^-arally

this .iaae plan. Tir. Bissell said that the JCS first evaluated this plan

early in February and Adniral BurKe said that the JCS had aade a number of

recornendations atced at strengthening the plan. '

M>. Mr. Sissell stated that we considered a variety of alternatives -

one suggestion was that we seise a recote area and build an airfield froa

which to operate. QESSBBESSthnn described the Ground rules which had

been established for the next plan:

1. It aust call for a quiet, night landing operation. - nothing

that might be viewed as spectacular.

2. It nust include seizure of an airfield that would accomodate
up to B-26 planes in order that air strides which were to
comence at dawn could be attributed to that field.

, said we looked all over for on airfield in Oriente

province but could find none that could handle a B-26. We built up the con-

cept for an operation at' Preston but the field would not aupport B-26' 3.

We reconsidered the Isle of Pines - but rejected it because there were froa

7,500-15,000 troops there and there were no suitable beaches for night

landings. We thought of another plan for Trinidad involving landing troops

who would go directly into the mountains - but there was no airfield.

Finally, through photography, we found what we thought was a usable field -

this was in the Zapata area - and this is wliat led us to this area. Tlie plan

was hastily put together. We got started about 15 March - after the 11 March

neeting. An error in photographic interpretation had occurred. We believed

there vers k,SOO usable feet of runvey in northern Zapata. One of the

disadvantages was the lS nile bay which aeant we would have trouble getting

iconic up there in daylight hours. We found a ^,100 foot field at Playa Giron.

We would never have adopted the Zapata Plan if we had hncrm that he had

coordinated forces that"would close in and fight as they did. The air field

reouirerfint was what led us into Saaata.

47. ^^^^^^Sil then described the roving of the troops froa Guatemala

to liicoragua which was accomplished on three successive nights without

incident. We were caployin^ four iierchant ships and two ICl's. They fanned

out unon leaving Puerto Cabesas and later rcr.3e~/oused at apriroxlsately hO

nile 3" off the coast. paid tribute to g£a5£^£s£££Jki for llis

performance in handling the fleet. Tlie ships forced convoy and proceeded to

a point 5,000 yards off the beach.

X
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APT5RII00N SESSIOII - 2h April l^l.

(Hotc: This account of tia uiteyr.oon session is not cor.?l.^te inasmuch as

the recordies secretary was not --resant dories fcise first portion °*
session, having Kissed approximately -V5 reinutos of the meeting. However,
tha notes prepared by Col. Tiytiwliap, who preoaht during the entire
afternoon session, should cover this Biasing period)

.

kQ. (Gen. Gray was in the mid3t of discussing the JCS evaluation of
the Trinidad Plan when note taking "as resumed). He" said tlie scheme of
maneuver was basically sound. There "as a need for civil officer type
people to coordinate with the -population, etc., and this was done. The
original idea was that the Guerrillas would Join up with the Strike Force.

The JCS thought it best to maintain a corridor and establish a link -

he pointed out tliat one road runs from Santa Clara to the area - and a secure

route for moving up into the hills. Without interference fron the air,
ve estimated the Cuban Amy could move nen and materiel to the scene by
D plus 2. At tine of assessment there was one regiment of Cuban airy near

Santa Clara. Ve also were told the Cuban army was not concentrated but
spread out. We figured it would take then a day to concentrate and another
day to move the ICO miles to the scene.

U9. Gen. Cray indicated that the publicity vhich developed during the
final weeks of the project, much of it centering around the Revolutionary

Council and its alleged plans, gave Castro notice that something was in
the wind and time to mobilize his forces. BS9BEBB explained fchat

we were given the requirement of establishing a broad based revolutionary
council. He said Cuban3 cannot keep quiet and before you knew it we had a

Rccan Circus on our hands - leaks to press, etc., both in Miami and Hew York.

Gen. Taylor asked if the Revolutionary Council was aware of the operation.

SSSB&B stated that the first '-ord they had that the operation vac Going vac

on the evening of Friday, Ik April. ^{frlUtf" aad ''r ' Barnes Eone to

Hew York City to brief Dr. Miro - had met with the group - had dinney - and

at nidnight BlgVUfrT^ told Dr. Miro that at "dawn cn the following cay so^n

action would take place. BSH^B cautioned Dr. Miro that there always

seems to be a leak and that in the interests of the sons of scrce of the

members of bhc Council, including Miro, and other relatives -flBESD told

Dr. Miro to keep this information very much to himself. Dr. Miro said
he would not even tell Dr. Varona, another metier of the Council, and added

that he would lieep all nenbers of the Council together the entire night.

50. Gen. Taylor said that what was inferred was that all this hoopla

made e;:ecution of the plan more difficult and Gen. Gray said yes - that this

permitted Castro to prepare - but if the trergct had bean the Trinidad area

he would not have been ready until the afternoon of D-Day. Mr. Barnes said

that there was a great deal in the press - Tad Ssculz and othsrs - guessing
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as to dates - and all tills developed during the last week - and this could
not have been anticipated. BHIBB^B cor^ented that one or two of
— • liostcn's articles in the Uvj 1'ar!; Ttexsz two or tlxee days before the
daze were not at all halpful. Uo said that daj?ita this we .;era able -o
nova people from Guatemala to Uicaragua and ttte first anyone knew about tlse
invasion was when they hit the beaches.

51. Gen. Gray said that another recalculation was that the Cuban Army
was not coordinated and thus we e::pected the strike force would be able to
resist attack. In this respect Trinidad would have peen difficult terrain
for launching of attacks, l/hilo the Cuban Amy could eventually have re-
duced the beach head, it was Gen. Gray's opinion that the beach could have
been held for seven day3. In considering the Trinidad Plan it was not con-
sidered that U.S. overt intervention would be necessary since the force could
get to the bills. The chips were loaded with supplies on D minus 21, hut
it was always clearly understood that the President could always call off
the plan. The ultljaate success of the Plan depended on political factors -
uprisings, possible OAS action, etc.

52. Gen. Taylor ashed wliat provisions, if any, had been nade for
follow up support. Gen. Gray said that CIA was training additional personnel.
He said Mr. Berle had sounded out certain South American countries but got
no promise of military support. The plan called for the arming of local
volunteers who were expected to join up with the force. fllwtisJHfWCB said
we had approximately 300 additional untrained troops - about lift in Guatemala
and the balance in Miami. Gen. Cabell pointed out that the original concept
called for a 750 man force but that we actually comitted in advance all our
11*00 ran rather than hold out for follow up. Gen. Gray said the key to the
plan was popular uprisings all over the Island - which would pin down the
militia in other areas. The militia in this area had woven to be friendly
to the guerrillas and for this reason Castro had to bring others in from
elsewhere.

53. Gen. Taylor asked Gen. Gray concerning the 30-70 evaluation they
had given to the plan. Gen. Gray said this referred to the Trinidad Plan -
that the percentages were roughly 30-70 and never ran nore tlian kO-60.
He then said that about this time Mr. Berlc was appointed coordinator of
Latin American affairs and Ambassador Willauer faded out of the picture.
He said he had had neetinss with, the Eerie group. Gen. Taylor asked if
ifr. Berle got into the military aspects of the plan and Gen. Gray said not
to any impOTtan^degree - that he was mostly concerned with the political
aspects. TBHUTTnTT said that fir - Berlc siven one briefing on the
Trinidad Plan.

5l*. Gen. Gray then stated that on 23 February a JCS evaluation team
went to Guatemala to assess the troops and summarized their conclusions as
follows: Based on general review of the military portion of the project and
evaluation of the combat efficiency of the forces, such forces could attain



tha initiative - out the ultimate success oV tha oparfttion :.-ould darend
on t-a eirtent tha strike forcas .wrvad ;--s a catalyst. Gen. S^ylor :.aid
this new evaluation of the plan arsectcu tlioa to get ashore all ri-i.-t but
ouccess demanded on their serving as a catalyst to a general uprising.
Gov.. Grry answered aCfir=attvr>ly. Ce:i. Grry stated that Col. 'Jarvatar
thought the air force was very well prepared but made certain conceptions
for Improvement.

t

55- Evaluation of the Zapata Plan. Gen. Gray 'said that the JCS first
caw the Zapata Plan on 15 March and Gave it a favorable evaluation as an
alternate plan. This, he said, was done hurriedly. .The JCS was briefed on
the plan on 13 March; prepared its evaluation on the l**th of March, presented
it on the 15th March and submitted it to the President on the l6th of March.

56. Mr. Bissell said three other alternatives were considered:

1. The Idle of -Pines

2. The Preston Area

3- Alternate Trinidad Plan -

(landing at nisht, into the hills and at
daylight attack backwards to the beach bead.

With respect to Ho. 3i tgB& I caid the plan really -..-as for
the force to move into the hills - and not attack baclr./ards - and was a
modification of the oriGinal Trinidad Plan.

57- Gen. Grey said that of the alternatives mentioned it was considered
that the Zapata Plan was the most feasible but not as feasible ns the original
Trinidad Plan. Zapata depended on control of the air and the ability to
secure the exits to make difficult the movement of enecy forces inttf the area.
The plan called for the raining of all approaches but tills was not executed.
The evaluations were the essential part of the JCS contribution - however,
we attended rt03t neetings. Gen. Taylor aslwd if the evaluation which
Gen. Gray had sunmiarized was approved by the JCS and Con. Gray responded
affirmatively. Of the throe alternatives the Zapata Plan was the bast.

58. Mr. Kennedy said wouldn 't you say that the JCS had approved this
plan? Admiral Burke responded by saying tliat the paper does not say so -
but in effect the JCS approved this plan - felt it had a reasonable chance
of success. Admiral Burke added that the original plan had the area they
would have selected - Trinidad. Gen. Gray stated tliat at no time did the
JCS say that the Zapata Plan should not be carried out. i!r. Bissell said
that the 16 March meeting summed it up as follows:

Trinidad Plan would provide more decisive results
at greater initial risk
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Sapata Plan provides less decisive results - and
slower results - with loss initial rials

!Sr. Blsscll ccramsntcd titat ..'c felt and kored the *-apata ?lan would
be loss risky but recognized its limitations - less chance o? a build up from
friendly -ovulation. '

59. / Gen. Taylor said there appeared to be two points: At no point
did the JCS recommend doing it - it merely commented on three alternatives -

but wherA we made our mistake - we should have said - but did not - that this
plan wa3 not feasible. l/e had an opportunity to do norc and ue were respon-
sible for approving it. Mr. Dulles stated that the plans were e:cposed

at high level, Admiral Burke comented that one difficulty was that
Gen. Lennitzer was there by himeIf - then corrected himself to say that
Gen. Gray was with Gen. Lemnitzer at the high level meetings.

60. Gen. Gray stated that as we became associated we became core in-

terested in trying to nake it go. Mr. Kennedy aslasd if this wasn't the key
to the whole thing - this wanting it to go? Mr. Dulles said we had these
alternatives - we could carry out the plan or we could demobilize the strllB

force. Gen. Gray said that if we had ever written n national Concept -

wo would have had to rewrite it continually. Admiral Burke said that there

naturally was confusion during the change of administration, './o should have

formalised this thing much earlier and in greater detail. The troiible was that

only a few people of the Admiral's staff knew about it.

61. Gen. Taylor asked if the possibility of uprisings was discussed

among all of you and Mr. Dulles answered yes. Mr. Dulles said the first plan

was the chock plan - and in this plan we hadn't counted on immediate uprisings -

this was longer range, lie said there ;rere objections on the political side

to the shock effects - and we couldn't count on it succeeding.

62. Mr. Kennedy asked what the objective was on landing 600-lC00cmen

on the shore. Mr. Dulles said to obtain a beachhead which could be built up.

Mr. Kennedy then asked how a beachhead could be held against 300,000 troops -

or against even 30,000 or 25,000. Mr. Dulles said the enemy would not have
• been able to concentrate all his troops on one spot. Mr. Kennedy then said

that he thought that uprisings wore an essential part of the JCS evaluation.

Gen. Gray said that it did not anticipate immediate uprisings - but uprisings

on a slower basis. Mr. Kennedy then directed a question to Admiral Burke
asking if it was the Admiral's understanding that 11*00 men could land - and

without benefit of uprisings - could maintain their position for several weeks.

Admiral Burke said they thought they night be able to hold their position

but if they could not, that they would then become guerrillas. Gen. Gray

said that we thought the Cuban air force would be knocked out. He said the

men demonstrated they could fiG*it effectively at night. Mr^3i3seliaddcd
tliat we ejected d landing in Pinar del Hie or. D plus 7- BS3EX added

that we had reports of men wanting to Join but reiterated that the real key

was control of the air.

- x; -
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o3. Gen. Taylor then asked where is the concept? Gen. Gray said it is
in the plan. The objective did ::ot chatn^e. Here is the mission: To invade
island of Cuba - with aqohibioua *"orcs - i^ld fcaaclfcead - ?rovida catalyst
for uprising - move in as guerrillas if beachhead not sustained. Gen. Taylor
(ehecttng language of nission) read: alternative 3 has all the ore-
rtfl.uislto8 necessary and would !:a able to sustain itself for several weeks
but inaccessibility of population would effect support of Cuban population..."
Gen. Cabell remarked that ve meant Joining up of forces and not necessarily
civilian uprisings. Gen. Taylor stated it still becomes a 'choice between
3 - but with Trinidad preferred.

64. Mr. Bicsell stated that the language about sustaining for several
weeks indicates a change of thinking - a slower development with less proscect
of initial success. If the area could have been held for two weeks there

"

was a good probability of ultimate success - for with no air opposition
we could have knocked out his microwave and forced him to voice - we could
have learned his plans - we could have reinforced the brigade with another
500 men - the logistic problem would not have been difficult - but we did not
knock out his air. Gen. Cabell stated that maritime re-supply would have
been a factor - with no air opposition - and would have had on effect on the
outcome.

65. Gen. Gray stated that following the decision on 16 March that the
Zapata Plan should be pursued, the Inter-Departmental Group on 22 March
developed and finalized an agreed list of tasks. For example, the State
Department would take care of recognition, etc. This paper served the useful
purpose of coordinating our planning.

66. On 23 March the JCS approved letters of instructions to Cinclant
and Conant and we implemented the plan to improve the Miami defenses.
We tested the plan and had planes, etc., to move in to protect the Miami area.
Naval support was carried out by the Carrier 2SSSX and 7 destroyers.
Destroyers escorted the invading ships - close at night but at a distance
during the day. Gen. Taylor asked if they were authorized to engage. They
•..-ere authorized to engage if attacked but under these circumstances the whole
force was to have been diverted - since we were protecting shipping and not
assisting an invasion. The rules of engagement changed several time 3 as
the operation proceeded. Our job was mostly one of support during two phases:

Covert support - D-Day to D-minus 3

Logistic support - during build up phase

67. CIA was in a position to double and quadruple the force. Ve planned
logistic supply as part of this build up. If tilings went well they might
have built up in the Cienfuegos area in D plus 30. We provided arms packs
for 50,000 men in addition to CIA planning for 5,000 packs. Packs for 15,000
men were . actually loaded on ships and headed for the area. Also recoiless
rifles, mortars. Jeeps, trucks, etc. We were also providing for the overt
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phase under several conditions. For e-arnOe, if the U.S. recognised this
force (one of the Council members, Cant. Artime, uer.t in with the brigade).
State was planning on recognising the government but r.o State or ci^lcnatic
representative would have been ser.t in until I-iwana una taken. We also con-
sidered possibility of supporting the force in the event a third country
r0co.3rJ.zed then before we did. la addition we had one Marine hospital to
aov9 to Vieques.

68. Gen. Taylor asked about the evacuation plan and pen. Taylor said
it was planned to employ the LCI's and planes from the air strin. Gen; Gray
said a separate var room was set up in tl* JCS - the regular war room ua3 cut
ou^LOnlya United number were cut in - this list included Adn. Dennison-
BSHBESI of the Agency was on the ESSEX, It wa3 a cumbersome type of
organization but it worked. There was good commo. There was good liaison.
Decisions were implemented quickly.

69. Admiral Burke stated that the trouble was the delays - commo from
there to Washington and back was fairly good - but there were always delays -
sometimes of several hours - what was needed was a commander on the spot to
moke decisions. Another thing - although the conao was good from CEP (?) to
Washington - there wa3 not enough between the Naval forces and the ships -
took a couple of days to find out that two ships were one and the came - that
different names were being used for the sane ship.

70. Gen. Gray said that there should have been an Inter-Departmental
group working on the concept and lweping the President informed in writing.
This would have eliminated the fact that up to the last date there was not
0 meeting of minds. It was not clear whether there was going to be an air
strike or not. Mr. Barnes said itcould not have been cchieved the way it went
along - after the Trinidad plan was scrapped ve were forced to cone up with
new concepts and new approaches to meet objections which were being raised.

71. Admiral Burke said that politically it could not liave been done.
We made our mistake in not drawing up what we tV-ought the concent was and
presenting it to the State Department and CIA. We did not crab" it hard
enough - partly because we were holding it so tight - therefore Gen. Gray'B
group couldn't get advice from the people who could have given it - because
tliey weren't cut in. If he had been working under an agreed concept
it could have been done better.

72. Mr. Bissell said that what he had read from the April 12 naper
came near to this. Many of the suggested acts that came up involved political
policy decisions of great import and these had been made in advance.
Exaraple, question whether Havy Jets in the air would give protection to
D-26's giving close ground support. Decision was made that support should
be given - this required high level policy and was a reversal of policy re
engagement of U.S. forces. We could have had a concept of use of U.S. forces.
Gen. Taylor said: You tal^ of concepts but the concepts didn't change.
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ol Burke stated we would iawa taslc for example to cove? by iiaval air -

this case very late so that by the tice :.-e were supposed to e:icute this
ve vere at ccr-.e distance from the crea. Goa. Gray said that if we had hadn agreed national plan ve wouli have had to face up to the decisions which
us cot piececeal - re rules of engagement. It should have been in an overall
plan.

•

73- Gen. Taylor asked how can we do better - about the political
restraints - how can wc do this. Gen. Gray replied: by putting the
political factors into the plan at the beginning. Admiral Burke contented
that the President must have been confused by the many different people who
were advising him. Gen. Gray said tliat once we got State in on agreed plans,
Itc. Broddock came up with the answers. Ite should get State into the plan
at the outset.

7**. Gen. Taylor remarked that after the rejection of the Trinidad Plan
ve were racing against the clock. Gen. Gray said that he hod wanted to war
gar* the plan and that that is what 3hould have been done. Gen. Taylor then
asked what were the factors that necessitated speed. Gen. Gray said the rainy
season was approaching and this would affect not only ground fighting hut
flying conditions. There was the problem of the Jets which Castro wa3
supposed to be receiving soon. Info that come Jet trainees had returned from
Czechoslovakia. ^-.id thera were other factor:;: He were holding
IkOO men in impossible conditions. The President of Guatemala was pushing us.
Also American newsmen were after the story and some of the troops and airmen
were threatening to desert.

At this Juncture
[one a contract flyer who participated

the project, was received by the Ccrrrittce. HI said that he l$ad

dra:m up a snail resume and that if the committee was agreeable he would
half-read and half-comment on that resume. (Presumably the resume fill become
a part of the record.) Consequently only the questioning will be recorded
here.

(TA6-C)

asked what happened to the original plan7o.
for D-Day. He replied that he was exposed to the targets. He thought the
people were familiar with the original plan. It changed l80°. We wore to
use maximum effort against air fields, nicrovave stations, (forcing use of
radio voice) - we hoped this chao3 - plus propaganda would, do the Job.mm j^ked" what were the orders. BBQ replied that they were
ordered to use two aircraft on each target except that only one would be used
on air base near Guantanamo. Hoquest was granted late for use of other air-
craft. He were pushed for briefing of crews - we didn't have time for
target study - the whole situation was cramped. After D-Day it was obvious
that not all enemy aircraft was destroyed - we thought we knew now many
he had but he was turning them around quickly - our turn around time was

7 hours round trip with 30 minutes over the target.

77 t - . ISuszedy asked if these pilots were Americans or Cubans and
replied they were both Americans, and Cubans. They got aloir* well

together and both were motivated by patriotic reasons.

—
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tllst **» first attack (D ninus 2) only served to cake

Castro nac end save lun tire to re-group ills farces. Sor.e of the flyers saw
Havy protection - others did r.o. At Puerto Cabszas ti-^re was uncertainty
as to vhether they "ere enery or friendly. Adairal Burlce stated that on D-l
and D plus 1 the Kavy fliers wore over and that on D plus 2 authority vas
giv^n for one hour of cover™. --•1 if vere involved.
He said that as ouch a3 he would like to he can't say that ISCS were involved.
He said he did not believe they were. He said he debriefed^-26 and other
pilots and they sav none. The reports of Kavy intervention nay have helped
in air "battles but as far as Cuban personnel were concerned they took it
for Granted that they had Havy cover.

79. Mr. Kennedy asked if the pilots expected they would have help or
assistance. Were they ever told they vould not have assistance? (OKSSBO
replied that they were not told that they would not have assistance and he
did not think they expected nilitary assistance. Mr. Bissell said that on
D plus 2 they were briefed to expect Havy cover and protection and beginning
ivt tint tine they nay have expected assirrtar.ee. UEH J:iid the ncvs was
a (rreat morale booster to people in the Puerto Cabezas area and when it did
not materialize morale was affected adversely. Cuban crews aborted and
without this assurance of assistance American pilots would not hove participated.

CO. Gen. Taylor asked what targets they found on the beach,
replied that on D plus 1 they caught a large colunn of trucks. An American
pilot "bounced" those trucks and fron 15 to 20 Russian tanks - three B-26'o
node passes at the trucks and hurt then badly. This was Tuesday afternoon about
IdOC hours local tice. renarked that J " "^indicated they
suffered lSoo casualties. Mr. Kennedy asked ' i^fl uvas able to tell
where the fighting was taking place. He was unable to give a conclusive
answer but tliought the forces had noved up from Blue and Red beaches but never
very far out. He renarked that the eneay had lots of anti-aircraft fire.
Mr. Kennedy asked if they had this on D-Day . ^H&BSI said tha*b they did
not but that they noved it in very fast. Gen. Taylor asked where were they
reporting flack and^HOBS replied: fron all over - and with excellent
narksnanship. Gen. Taylor asked how the air-ground corao worked and

BBBSSfll caid tnc Oomoo gear went doim with the ship that was sunk and
that there was no conao.

61. Mr. Kennedy asked if the Cuban pilots did veil. | m said
they constantly found excuses for not flying. Gen. Taylor asked what per-
cent,-1.'^ failed 2nd|^^^HB replied that only 35^ "cre"rcaayto go" and
you could count the nunber of "timers" on one hand. B^BSSHH too!; ex-
ception to this saying that on D ninus 2 ve had eight aircraft up and that
these cade core than one pass over the target. B~ SB observed that at
that tire the sight of victory vas present - but when tlisy got thinking
that they were losing it vas different. He said that on the sioming of
D ninus 2 he had to beg thee to go. He observed that they were good until
tilings started going wrong.

32. Itr. Kennedy asked vhere vas the fighting going on at D plus 1 and
D plus 2. Aeriral Burke said that on D plus 2 Kavy recon could find r.o



infantry - they were all apparently in the bush;*
ihforaation as to where the fighting was.

said he had no

D
gotten

-•3. Kennedy asked if tha :?.stro force- ::ad cs=e dan the rood on
plus 1 and Gen. Baylor remarked that ;» did r.s-t see ;»w they could have

here that fast even if they know where the landing was coning.

w
said there wore tenia in -!w Ited Beach area or. D-Duy.

ejepressed the personal opinion chat there vas not :aich fighting
done. Gen. Taylor oslced if there was any prearranged plan for use of smoke
to identify our own people on the ground end IMHBB sal d that the air
force vos concerned exclusively with taking care of the "heavy stuff" and not
attacking troops. Mr. Kennedy asked how long the party lasted on Red Beach
ana tg^pHBH thought it wasn't r.ore than a natter of hours.

*

31*. Mr. Dulles raised the question of the confusion in orders of going
after the air fields on D plus 1. Mr. 3issell said that at sane T»int on
D-Dsy ve received pernission to strike the airfields that night - and then
there was scae talk of a strike nt dusk - but ultinately it waa authorized
for that nightbutbad visibility and other factors prevented then carrying
it out. askedOH^HH if -here was a lack of aircraft and

^ replied that they vcre linitcd to the nunber of shells on any
given target - we were Halted to nuaber of aircraft we could use. IVhen
we called it off we thought we were losing the war intentionally. This
thought was based on the restrictions which had been placed on us.

65. The meeting terminated at appror-inatcly 1700 hour3.
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(The following t represent the general

. gibstance of the statecent s aade.

)

- I made a misstatement In regard to the

decision not to employ napalm. This was not a national, high-

level governmental decision, but the agency made this decision as

they thought that the use of napalm would cause concern and public

outcry.

GENERAL CABELL - Yes, that was In regard to its use in the

Havana area in advance of the operation. However, it was authorized

for use on the beachhead.

^^^S^^S^ ~ Another advantage ;o the Escambray area is

that Castro never used his offensive aircraft against the guerrillas

there and, additionally, tanks and artillery cannot be used in that

terrain.

GENERAL TAYLOR - Would you summarize all the restraints and

restrictions that were put on your operations by policy decisions

*

and considerations?

V$3&$$5^M^ ~ In regard to the Zapata Plan there is the .

question of the naval LSD which had aboard it LCUs and LCPs. These

landing craft were to haul troops, tanks and trucks and they were

to be put ashore by Cuban crews. Because they did not wish to have

the Cuban crew3 riding aboard the Navy's ship we had to run a

rigmarole wherein the LSD rendezvoused with the Cuban Expeditionary

Force ships and the Cuban crews went aboard the landing craft after

they left the LSD.

MR. BISSELL - Though it was a sizable operation, as far as

we know there were no rumors of the ships having left the port of

embarkation, there was no outcry made in the "press, and we have no

indications that the point of landing was known.

GENERAL GRAY - We did receive a report of one airline sighting

wherein their aircraft flew over the 3hips.

- Blssell's suggestion in regard to having

the ships fan out and then reconverge^jfc j^plnfr f&fr?ffpff

worked very well.

GENERAL TAYLOR - Then the only Americans present were in the

LSD?

- 1 -



(At this point employing a map of the area, gave

a resume of the landing operations which were planned for Red, Blue

and Green Beaches. This was extracted from the actual operational

plan, or the Zapata Plan, a copy of which will be made available

for the files- He also gave a resume of the paratroop operations,

detailing the drops which were made in the vicinity of Red, Blue

and Green Beaches.)

GENERAL TAYLOR - Were these night drops?

-"No, they were supposed to be made at dawn.
*

*

However, they did not drop until 0730 hours. We are not sure as

to just what happened as we have never heard from them.

MR. KENNEDY - How far away from the beachheads were these

drops?

^y^§^^r^^^ (Pointing to map) - Drops were made to

several points up to about 16 miles above the coast. (£223553

then gave a short resume of the air support plan for the

landings beginning with the air strikes at D-2 and he also gave the

details of a diversionary landing to be made east of Guantanarao in

Oriente Province.) - We had a team of 10 men equipped with radio
t V

who were supposed to go to this beach, mark it, and help bring the

landing party ashore. As it turned out, the team leader, in con-

ducting instructions of his group in the use of hand grenades, had

an accident in which the grenade went off and blew up the detail.

MR. BISSELL - Thi3 was a diversionary landing which was

supposed to be carried out at D-2. The accident took place on D-6.

GENERAL TAYLOR - What objective was this diversionary landi

supposed to have?
i. tm

mmm$m.jjj
- It was supposed to attract 'attention and

help divert the Cuban forces away from the main landings.

GENERAL TAYLOR - How many uen do the Cubans have in this



mm

- About 90,000 militia nen in this province.

This diversionary landing had another purpose also in that they

were supposed to organize and set up guerrilla forces.

MR. K2NNEDY - What happened to this force?

BBBBBBBBH - They didn't land. I think the leader lost

hi3 nerve as they approached the beach. and then withdrew, using

rubber boats.

We think they're on their way to Vieques now.

ADMIRAL BURKE - They said they were going to Key '.lest but

we intercepted the ship, the PERKA, and are taking the people to

*

Vieque3.

GENERAL TAYLOR - Is that all the people who are at Vieques?

MR. BISSELL - No, there are also some 300 men who had been

in training.

MR. KENNEDY - Isn't there anyone at Vieques now who had been

in the fighting?

GENERAL GRAY - I believe the landing craft crews are there.

- We felt that on I>-Day rooming we should strike

not only the three main Cuban airfields, where we knew aircraft

were located, but additionally, should hit all of the Cuban air-
,

fields. The two aircraft were also going to hit tanks located in
.

Managua, and on this mission I wanted napalm employed. They were

then supposed to come back and land at the field near the^ beachhead

where the avgas refueling truck should have been located. All this,

of course, 13 predicated on our knocking out the Cuban Air Force.

GENERAL TAYLOR - How much did they actually get ashore in

the way of supplies?

- They only got what wa3 on the LCO", plus

what was personally carried by the troops going ashore. This

turned out to be less than enough for even one day's combat. This

%hlp that was carrying the bulk of the heavy equipraent was hit by

rocket fire from a Seafury and sunk. I want to e'nohasise^

plan was based on two assumptions:!

absolute control of the air on D-Day; and s :cond, that Castro's



fighting forces would be about as efficient as they were in their

Escambray operations. As it turned out, we were wrong on both

assumptions. He. had well-coordinated fighting troops and he also

demonstrated that he had well-trained and aggressive pilots.

GENERAL TAYLOR - Were you supposed to control this beachhead

area indefinitely?

- No, we had trucks coming in on D-Day and

others which were supposed to come in on V/2. These vehicles were

to be loaded with the supplies which were being off-loaded, and

then the force was going to make a try for a bre.ak-out. The Cuban

reaction would be checked closely, as we thought that perhaps the

militia might refuse to fight; and if so, the landing force, on

breaking out from the beachhead would head for Havana. If Castro's

forces did fight and the expeditionary force found itself hard-put

to cope with them, they were then to try to break out and head for

the Escambray.

GENERAL TAYLOR - How many men did you have to do this?

- About 65O men were supposed to land in the

Blue Beach area, plus the paratroopers dropping in that vicinity,

and we were eventually to have about 400 men at Green Beach.

MR. BISSELL - However the initial landing at Green Beach was

about 200 men.

- We were supposed to have about IkOO men

total in the three beach areas.

GENERAL TAYLOR - Do you suppose any of them were able to make

their way out of there? Can they get around on foot in this swampy

terrain?

GENERAL GRAY - That would depend on the state of the rainy

season. At its height, they would have up to two feet of water in

.
this area. However, this was just about the beginning of the rainy

season, and it should not have been too bad. fc

>

0

- We think that some of our men did get out

on foo'c. As you recall, we also dropped ^^t3aratrgg°^j

swampy tei-rain. As a final point,

a-*

capture of 400 to 500 mer. and we got over 1300 men into that area.

era *



MR. BISS2LL - You have now been told of these plans, as plans,

and I think this would he an appropriate time to have General Gray
*

give you the JCS'3 vie;* or evaluation of these plans.

GENERAL TAYLOR - Why did we think that this operation would

be a "les3 soectacular landing"?

MR. BISSSLL - It was carried out at night, in a very remote

area, and we had hoped that the landing might be unopposed. We had

had no reports of either police or nllitia in these beach areas.

Finally, we thought that if thi3 force were to land without a big

3how, the operation could then take on the guise of a rebel inflltra-

tion.

GENERAL GRAY - We developed a covert logistics plan for follow-

up operations, basing it on the assumption of the most optimistic

thing that could happen, as our thought wa3 that if events did not

turn out that well, and we had less troops to support it would be

that much easier loglstically. Besides this' logistic support of

covert operations, we also developed a logistics support for the

transition to overt operations. I have a dhart to indicate the

key meetings involved in the DOD participation in this operation.

GENERAL TAYLOR - Yes, it's very good. pE^fiS^^ , I hope

that CIA can work up something of this sort, using this format.

GENERAL GRAY - I'd like to outline this in four phases.

Fir3t, pre-JCS participation, that is, up to the 13th of January 6l.

Secondly, the planning and evaluation phase, 13 January to 22 March.

Third, the pre-operational phase from 22 March to 13 April. Fourth,

the operational phase from 13 April on. During this first phase

in December, President Eisenhower had designated Ambassador WiHauer

to be the over-all coordinator in regard to all actions relating to

Cuba. At the first meeting I attended, which was called by him, he

$ra3 thinking in broader terms than the operations we have been

talking about today. For example, he spoke of getting 5 to 1O,u00

(At 1'427 he ;rs, the .r.e?bir^ was interrupted - nil* General Taylor



\ called McGeorge Bundy at the White House In regard to the possibility

of General Taylor going to Vieques Island. The meeting resumed.)

MR. BARNES - There is a document which spell3 out Ambassador

Willauer's participation in this Cuba Project, and the objectives

which were given to him. I might add that the White House and other

departments were looking to him to expedite, any planning which seemed

to be falling behind.

GENERAL GRAY - At this first -eetlng I referred to previously,

General Bonesteel and I suggested that the 5412 Group review all the

bidding and that a coordinated Department of State, Department of

Defense, and CIA working grouP be set up. Ambassador Willauer then

asked us to set up all possible courses of action, and there was

3ome talk of a large volunteer force which' then evolved into overt

intervention. Me prepared such a -paper for this working group, and

it was approved for submission by General Wheeler and General

Lemnitzer. In this paper, we said that the only type of operation

which could assure complete success would be one which involved

overt U.S. intervention. At this time in the JCS, it was felt

strongly that what we needed was a national plan which had .

Presidential approval, and which delineated the tasks to be done

by each governmental department. We prepared a paper on this

proposition, and it was approved by the Joint Chiefs of Staff and

sent by them to the Secretary of Defense. Because of the fact

that this was in the change-over period between administrations,

as far as I know, nothing happened to that paper. I think that

this is an important fact, as we rau3t face up to the realization

that in the last stage of this Cuban Operation, there was confusion

as to what the actual concept wa3. If a complete national plan

had been prepared and approved, this might not have occurred.

Unfortunately, we were never able to get this done. Later,

\ Mr. Mann of the State Department read thl3 paper and stated that

this is what we should have done. ° 1

ADMIRAL BURKE - This was the idea of a comolete in^rdepart 7,.—

,

mental task force. *;

MR. BARNES - Something like this was done -later.
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